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Patrick Newell 
Capstone Curriculum Development Project 
Introduction 

For more than a generation, students at Fredonia High School have been hearing about 

declining enrollment. The Village of Fredonia and the surrounding communities' populations 

have dropped significantly over the past few decades. As class sizes have shrunk, so has the 

availability ofprograms, including extracurricular activities and athletics. My students are 

acutely aware of the impact of population decline . They have watched businesses close, friends 

move , and parents lose their jobs . This Lrend provides a teachable moment. Why do people leave 

Western New York? Where are they going? \Vhere and when has this happened before? These 

are just a few questions students ask when we discuss the movement of people in America during 

my eleventh-grade United States History and Government course. Understanding the political, 

economic, and social implications of migration is important for all American students, but is 

particularly salient for students in the Fredonia Central School's community. Graduating seniors 

who wish to remain in Fredonia often find there are few employment oppo1iunities. Families 

who have called the village home for generations watch their energetic and enthusiastic offspring 

move to Buffalo's suburbs or even to areas far afield. 

But this trend is not unique to Fredonia, Chautauqua County, New York State, or the 

even the Northeast. The United States' population is shifting like it has done many times before. 

As people have moved around the country, they have changed the social , political, economic, 

and physical landscape of the nation.. The movement of people, across , in , within, and around the 

United States is the focus of this capstone curriculum development project. 



This unit, Periods ofUnited States Migration, will teach eleventh-grade students to 

understand various periods of migration and, as a result, to contextualize the social, economic, 

and political changes that have occurred during American history. Migration is more than the act 

of moving from one region ofthe country to another. People pick up and leave their old lives 

behind as a reaction to an event or experience that drives them to a new place. The forces of this 

change can be political, social, or economic. By examining migration, students will better 

understand the context in which the migration occurs. 1l1ey will examine the political, social , 

economic, environmental, technological , and other factors that drive people to move from one 

place to another. The search for better economic opportunities and a better way of life drove 

several ofthe periods of migration examined in this project. A better way oflife could include 

political and religious freedoms, toleration of ethnic and racial diversity , and opportunities for 

advancement through educational and job opportunities. Although general, this definition of 

voluntary migration is the basic outline for most of the periods examined in this cuniculum 

development project. Forced migrations of Africans during the transatlantic slave trade and 

Native Americans from their !and are also examined. 

My curriculum unit consists of ten lesson plans that explain how people have migrated to 

and around the continental United States. The first lesson focuses on colonial settlement ( \600s-

1700s); tbe next pertains to the transatlantic slave trade (1600s-1700s) . The topics for the third 

lessen include the forced migration of Native Americans (1800-188 0) and westward movement 

(I 840-1890). The fourth lesson focuses on European immigration (18 80-191 0), and the next 

pertains to the First Great Migration of African Americans and the migration of rural whites to 

northern cities (1870s-1920s). TI1e sixth lesson is on westward migration from the Dust Bowl 

(1930s), the seventh lesson pertains to the Second Great Migration of African Americans (1940-
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1970). The last three lessons focus on periods of migration during the second half of the 

twentieth century through today. I cover suburbanization (l950-1960s), then migration to the 

Sun Belt (1950s-present), and finally contemporary immigration (1990-present). The ten lesson 

plans span an entire school year for eleventh-grade Regents U.S. History and Government. Each 

of these lessons attempts to answer the questions posed by my students: Why do people move? 

Where do they go? And, what is the impact? By studying these periods of migration students will 

get a better understanding oft he world they live in and will have a better understanding of how 

and why Fredonia is currently experiencing population decline. 

Jn all of the lessons, r will teach both content and skills. Because these ten lesson plans 

will take place over the course of a school year, I use different techniques and strategies 

throughout the lessons to build analytical and note-taking skills. In the initial lesson plans, the 

teacher guides and models instruction. During the latter half of the lessons, the analysis and note

taking becomes more independent and student driven . One skill that is particularly emphasized 

thsoughout all ten lessons is document analysis. The U.S . History and Government Regents 

Exam require students to analyze approximately eight to ten primary and secondary sow-ces and 

respond to corresponding questions. The multiple-choice and docmnent analysis portions of the 

Regents Exam account for seventy percent of their overall score. Therefore, throughout each 

lesson, I have emphasized both primary and secondary analysis. Each lesson requires students to 

analyze a different type of source, including poetry, photography, artwork, and political cartoons. 

Over the course of the lessons, the level of difficulty and complexity increases, as the sources the 

students examine become more multifaceted. Beyond learning these skills for the Regents Exam, 

in the future students will find themselves in various scenarios where they will need to analyze 

documents. Readin g a newspaper, walking through a museum, and researching family history are 
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just a few examples of activities that require people to use these basic analytical skills. Part of 

being a social studies teacher is preparing students to think more analytically about the world 

around them. 

Writing is another skill that I emphasize throughout the lessons. Writing is a skill that 

students will need for the Regents Examination and beyond. After analyzing a document on the 

' 
U.S. History and Government Regents Exam, the students are required to incorporate their 

analysis into a document-based essay. Furthermore, the ability to write is an essential and 

fundamental skill needed to be successful in college and in most careers. The ability to organize 

your thoughts logically, craft an argument, and support it with documentation and evidence is a 

primary skill that all people should possess. 

The primary method I usc to teach writing is the "Step~Up to Writing" technique. Over 

the last three years, the Fredonia Central School District has adopted the "Step-Up to Writing" 

initiative. This program is designed to educate all types of instructors on how to teach writing 

more effectively in the classroom. This training was mandatory for all faculty members, 

kindergarten through high school. The basic feature of the programs is to break writing down 

into a step-by-step process through which the students learn the elements of writing and then, 

with each passing year, become more independent and confident. I have included various "Step-

Up to Writing" elements within my curriculum development project. 

The part of the program that I have found most useful is essay construction. I have been 

able to modify the program's template to fit the needs of my students when preparing essays for 

the Regents Exam. I have modified the template to include space for a thesis statement, 

document information, outside information, and concluding or summarizing thoughts. ln the 

concluding section, the students synthesize their argument with the infonnation in the documents 



and the outside details they have incorporated into the essay. llle purpose ofusing a template is 

to encourage students to understand the required elements of a document-based or thematic 

essay. As the year goes on, however, the students should become less dependent on the template 

and more comfortable and confident in their ability to craft an essay on their own. 

Each lesson is prepared for an eighty-minute block. Teaching in a block schedule can be 

a blessing and a challenge. An eighty-minute class allows for more time for in-depth activities, 

but also demands that the teacher keep the students alert, interested, and motivated. Each lesson 

incorporates some type of student movement. At some point in each lesson, the students are out 

of their seats moving around the room, working at stations, or participating in a group activity. 

Movement is built into each Jesson to keep the students attentive and engaged. Additionally, the 

lessons are student driven; I incorporate approximately ten minutes of lecture into each lesson . l 

dedicate the majority of class time towards activities in which the students are actively engaged 

in skill building and comprehending the content and material. 

fn most lessons, I have also "over-planned" and the amount of time dedicated for each 

activity is an approximation. Because of the different variables at play during an eighty-minute 

block, I find it better to over-plan than under-plan. Student interest and attitude, class size, time 

of day, and student needs are all factors that can dictate the time spent on a particular activity or 

task. If a student finishes an activity early, I have planned additional fi II er activities to 

accommodate him or her. Furthermore, the agenda for the class is posted each day with student 

instructions. Thus, if a student finishes one activity earlier than the rest of the class, the teacher 

can direct the student to the agenda and he or she can begin the next activity with minimal 

distraction to the other students who are trying to complete the original task. 
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One of my primary goals as a social studies teacher is to help my students better 

understand themselves and their community by examining history. By studying periods of 

migration in American history, my students can better understand the current state of their 

community. Understanding how and why people move will contin ue to be relevant to the social 

studies instruction, as the population of the United States is in a constant state of change and 

movement. I hope that through these engaging lessons my students wi ll be able to understand the 

forces and factors that caused the migrations, as well as the impact these movements had on the 

places that people left behind and the cities and regions to which they moved. By studying 

periods of migration, we can better understand the poli tical context of the particular period, its 

social conditions, and the state of its economy . Through the study of migration in U.S. history , 

people are reminded that America is constantly changing, evolving, and transforming. From 

traveling West, to arriving at Ell is Island, to moving to suburbs, the movement of people has 

defined our nation's political, social, and economic history. At the end of the course, the 

students will be able to examine how each migration is representative of the period or era in 

which it occuned. They will have a better understanding of the power and impact migration has 

had on our nation's history. 
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Patrick Newell 
CCDP 
Historiography of Suburban America 

After World War II, the United States became a suburban nation and this revolution had 

immense political, economic, and social effects on the country. With the concentration of vote rs 

in various suburban communities, the focus of national politics shifted to the concerns of those 

residents. Wealth and power was, and still is, decentralized from its traditional location in urban 

centers. Suburbs have also played a significant role in the redrawing of racial and ethnic 

boundaries. For aJI these reasons and more, suburbanization has come to affect all aspects of 

life. Any attempt to study modern American history must examine suburbanization. The 

historiographical conversation has changed over time, enlarging to incorporate the diversity of 

suburbs and suburbanites. While the field has become inclusive, there are still areas which beg 

for further examination. 

Defining what a suburb is has been a point of debate among historians. The earliest 

definition of a suburb was a low-density residential envirorunent on the periphery of a larger 

urban center, occupied primarily by families of a similar class and race with plenty trees and 

grass. This image is the most people have of suburbia a primarily white, middle- to upper-

middle-class neighborl10od . Earlier historians upheld this stereotypical view of suburbia, but 

historians in the latter half of the twentieth century and the start of the twenty-fi rst century argue 

that this stereotype does not provide an accuJate picture of suburban life. Over time, that 

stereotypical view of suburbia has become a less accurate description of subw·bs. Urban 

historians have been debating the true nature of suburbanization while debunking the 

stereotypical view of suburbia. 
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Historians first examined suburbanization during the 1950s and 1960s. Their research 

provided comprehensive accounts of the migration to suburbs and the process of middle-class 

suburbanization. Their analysis, however, provided a limited picture of the socioeconomic 

demographics of suburbs and a narrow understanding of the impact of geography and the 

environment. Research was done in the context of the 1950s; historians defined suburbs as 

conformist and homogenous. In 1961, Lewis Mumford's The City in History: Its On gins, Its 

Transformations, and its Prospects, described the suburbia as: 

A multitude ofunifonn, unidentifiable houses, lined up inflexibly, 
at uniform distances, on uniform roads, in a treeless communal 
waste, inhabited by people ofthe same class, the same income, the 
same age group, witnessing the same television performances, 
eating the same tasteless prefabricated foods, from the same 
freezers, conforming in every outward and inward respect to a 
common mold .... The ultimate effect of the suburban escape in our 
own time is, ironically, a low-grade uniform environment form 
which escape is impossible. 1 

Mumford viewed suburbia through the lens of his time. He described submbia as homogeneous, 

a white world of affluence and conformity. Other scholars, such as Jane Jacobs, had a similar 

view of suburbia. Despite the growing suburbs, they remained peripheral in many studies of the 

metropolis. 

Urban activist Jane Jacobs's 1961 Death and Life of Great American Ciries, attacked city 

planning methods and principles. In doing so, Jacobs ignored the impact of suburbanization, 

even though her book emerged when suburbs were growing rapidly as residential environments 

with single-family detached houses and shopping centers. She also did not address the mass 

migration of blacks from the mral South to northern cities and the baby boom. Jacobs noted that 

towns, little cities, and suburbs constituted kinds of communities different from great cities and 

1 Lewis Mumford, The City in History: Its Ongms, Its Transformation, and Its Prospects (New York: 
Harcourt, Brace & World, 1961 ), 486. 
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required different explanations and solutions? Her argument was that urban builders and 

planners had created dullness in the central cities, which was driving people away. Jacobs argued 

that if they had created vitality instead, the city would have continued to attract and hold people. 

Jacobs's blind spot was the suburbs and the new type of low-density housing. Furthermore, 

Jacobs was unable to connect the dots pertaining to the baby boom. She failed to recognize that 

suburban development was providing houses that filled the deficit created by the lack of home 

bui I ding during the depression and the 1940s. 

While critics like Mumford and Jacobs looked for reasons behind the failing cities, 

historians also looked for explanations of why suburbs developed. Sam Bass Warner documents 

early suburban expansion in his 1962 book Streetcar Suburbs: The Process of Growth in Boston. 

1870-1900. In Streetcar Suburbs, Warner directly challenged the notion that suburbanization was 

a post-WWII phenomenon by providing details about suburbanization before the first automobile 

rolJed off the assembly line. Warner explained that Bostonians were leaving the city in search of 

housing long before WWII and the process of suburbanization was expedited by the use of 

public transportation, in this case, streetcars. He also established the idea that suburbia was not a 

static entity . Instead, tlu·ough his research, he showed that the suburban ring is continually 

moving outward. His work was very detai led and narrowly fo cused on the social, topographical, 

and architectural history of Boston. Historians up to that point focused on the physical, social, 

and political development of suburbs. Warner, Mumford, and others focused on the role of 

transportation, the real estate industry, and the role of tbe federal government; however, despite 

this diversity tbese historians took a very nanow view of suburbs.3 

2 Jane Jaoobs, Death and Lrfe nfGreal Am•r•can Clllel' (New York· Random House, Vinlage Books, 1961 ), 16 

3 Sam B. Warner, Jr., Streetcar Suburbs, The Process of Growth in Boston, 1870-1900 (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press and theM .T.T. Press, 1962), xxi, 208 . 
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Vvb.ile Mumford, Jacobs, and Warner described suburbia in the shadow of cities, 

historians since the early eighties have focused on suburbs as a separate entity. Additionally, 

while earlier historians focused on physical, geographical, and technical elements of suburbs, the 

scholarship of the last thirty years has concentrated on the issues of class and race . 

Redefining suburbs essentially started with Keru1eth T. Jackson's 1985 path-breaking 

book, Crabgrass Fronrier: The Suburbanization of the United States Jackson echoed Mumford's 

description of suburbia, asserting: "Affluent and middle class Americans live in suburban areas 

that are far from their work place, in homes that they own, and in the center of yards that by 

urban standards are enormous. "4 Jackson described the impact of changing forms of 

transportation, discussed suburban promoters, and duonicled the effect of government policies, 

changing construction methods, and low land prices on the expansion of American suburbia. The 

major weakness of Jackson's work, however, was his lack of understanding and inclusion of 

racial and ethnic minorities as well as blue-collar suburbanites. Jackson's work was a sweeping 

picture of one of the most significant migrations in American history. It was a landmark volume, 

a culmination of the first generation of suburban historians. It has become the standard book on 

the subject of suburbanization and the starting point for all future scholarship. Historians since 

Crabgrass Frontier have challenged and questioned Jackson's research, but his work has made a 

significant contribution to the dialogue among suburban historians. 

Bourgeois Utopias: The Rise and Fall of Suburbia by Robert Fishman echoed Jackson ' s 

description of suburbia. In his 1987 book, Fishman defined suburbs as middle-class residential 

communities outside, yet economically dependent on, the city core. According to Fishman, 

suburbs were "bourgeois utopias," populated by affluent (white) Americans who sought oul 

4 Kenneth T. Jackson, Crabgrass Frontier· The Suburbanization of the United States (New York:: Oxford 
University Press, 1985), 6. 
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segregated neighborhoods punctuated with ample green space. He also defined suburbs by what 

they excluded-industry, commerce, and lower-class residents. 5 Jackson's and F ishrnan' s 

shortcomings about the diversity of race and class in suburbia inspired an entire new generation 

of suburban historians to examine the residents of suburbs and to challenge the nan-ow defin ition 

and view of suburbia. 

Recent work by historians has begun to correct the racial , ethnic, and socioeconomic 

oversights of earlier research. In 1990s, historians challenged the preconceived notions and 

traditional views of suburbia. These historians argued that the last forty years of research left out 

industry, multifamily housing, blue-collar workers, ethnic and racial minorities, and poor people. 

Now, in the twenty-first century, historians want to change or rebrand the understanding of 

suburbanization as process of development and a result of the decentralization of jobs and 

housing from older urban areas . Furthermore, historians now argue that blue-collar workers, 

women, and ethnic and racial minorities developed their own suburban ideals. Case studies of 

individual suburbs and suburban areas have explored these various aspects of suburbanization 

since the turn of the twenty-first century. 

Until the l990s, historians accepted the standard definition of suburban homogeneity and 

overlooked the significant diversity of class and race in suburbs . In My Blue Heaven, Becky M. 

Nicolaides focuses on a single suburban Califomia city, South Gate, in Los Angeles Coun ty's 

Alameda Corridor to demonstrate that suburbs are not solely comprised of middle-and- upper-

class residents. South Gate was established in the post World War I period as an opportuni ty for 

working-class people to buy cheap lots and to build tl1eir own homes. World War II transfonned 

South Gate, however. Nearby industrial growth provided opportunities for economic 

5 Robert Fishman, Bourgeois Utopias. The Rise and Fall of Suburbia (New York: Basic Books, 1987), 4 . 
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improvement that changed the lifestyles of South Gate residents. The community continued as a 

working-class suburb, most of its residents in blue-collar occupations. However, South Gate was 

a suburban community, with backyard barbeques, mortgages, working-women, and college-

bound children. Nicolaides acknowledges that South Gate has been transformed since 1965; 

although a working-class suburb, white flight took away people and today South Gate is largely 

Latino.6 Unlike Mumford, Jackson, and Fislunan, Nicolaides ' work validates the notion that 

suburbs are not homogeneous communities of only middle-and- upper-class residents. 

Class was not the only hidden topic, gender was as well . Sylvie Murray's 2003 The 

Progressive Housewife: Community Activism in Suburban Queens, 1945-1965, debunks the 

stereotypical view of suburban women, wh ich was that after World War lJ most middle-class 

women left the labor force and the public sphere to make babies, consume appliances, and 

submit to political repression . Murray finds quite the opposite in Queens, New York. Her 

research uncovers an extensive network of community organizations that conducted mass 

protests, petition drives, and legal suits for affordable housing, adequate educational facilities, 

public transportation, and other amenities of middle-class suburban life . 7 
. 

Progressive Housewife is a revisionist work on the role of female political activism. Murray 

attributes the political activism in Queens to a community culture that celebrated active 

citizenship. Murray's work demonstrates that the stereotypical v iew oftbe suburban homemaker 

is also inaccurate; women were not merely doing laundry, fixing meals, and rearing children, 

they were also active members of the suburban community. 

6 Becky M. Nicolaides, My Blue Heaven. Life and Politics ;n 1he Working-Class Suburbs of Los Angeles, 
1920-1965 (Chtcago: University ofChicago Press, 2002), xviii , 412. 
1 Sylvie Murray, The Progressive Housewife : Community Activzsm in Suburban Queens. /945-1 965 
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2003), vii1, 252. 
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Another area of suburban history that has been vvhitewashed has been in understanding 

the role ethnic and racial minorities have played in suburban development. Historian Andrew 

Weise argues in Places of Their Own· African American Suburbanizalion in the Twentieth 

Century, published in 2004, that "historians have done a better job excluding African Americans 

from the submbs than even white suburbanites."8 Weise argues that African Americans lived in 

and moved to suburbs thJoughout the twentieth century. By 1940, more than a m illion African 

Americans lived in suburban areas. In 1he 1960s, there were more than 2.5 million African 

Americans in the suburbs.9 Weise notes that the "analysis of African American suburbanization 

also contributes to a more diverse picture of the class composition of American suburbs." 10 

Weise's study of American suburbs challenges the traditional definition; he argues that the 

stereotypical image of suburbia contradicted the role it played in the development of the black 

middle class. 

Other historians have studied black suburban neighborhoods. These historians, along with 

Weise, provide a well-developed view and perspective of the African American side of the U S. 

suburban ideal. Sociologist William H. Wilson' s 1998 study, Hamilton Park.· A Planned Black 

Community in Dallas, focused on Hamilton Park and described in detail the decade-long struggle 

it took to develop the suburb due to the J im Crow laws and blatant discrimination of the 1 950s. 

Once built, Hamilton Park became a black enclave, however. He described in detail the civ ic and 

8 
Andrew Weise, Places of Their Own: African American Suburbanizatwn in the Twentieth Century 

(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2004), 5. 
9 Weise, 5. 
10 w . 6 e1se, . 
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social organizations, the voter drives, and the schools. Wilson's study illuminates the vitality and 

agency of racial minorities in the suburbanization of America.
11 

Redefining suburbia was not limited to examining the residents. In another effort to 

redefine suburbia, historians have tried to explain the relationship between cities and suburbs. In 

1991, Joel Garreau's Edge City · Life on the New Frontier, he argued that the urbanization of 

suburbia rebuffed the idea of suburbs as a category separate from the city. Garreau asserted: "By 

moving the world of work and commerce out near the homes of midd le and upper-middle class 

knocked the pins out from under suburbia as a place apart." 12 Garreau defined "edge cities" in 

terms of commercial space, asserting they required at least five m illion square feet of leasable 

office space. He also defined "edge cities" through four additional criteria that an outlying center 

must satisfy to make the cut as an edge city. The space must have a retail mall of at least 600,000 

square feet, a net increase of population during daytime hours, a local identity as a single 

destination for multiple purposes, and development since 1960 from open land or IOV·i-density 

housing tracts.13 Final ly, Garreau also gave special attention to the implications of new 

teclu10logies on the geography of settlement. Arguably , all the historians of the last twenty years 

have been aware that American suburbs are really "outer cities," low-and medium-densi ty 

centers of housing, jobs, shopping mall s, and community services. H istorians K evin M . Kruse 

and Thomas J. Sugrue asserted that Garreau was just rebranding s uburban ization, and his focus 

was more economic than social. 14 

11 William H. Wilson, Hamilton Park: A Planned Black Community in Dallas (Baltimore: John Hopkins 
University Press, 1998), x, 256. 
12 Joel Garreau, Edge City: Life on the New Fronti er (New York: Random House, 199 1 ), 398-399. 
13 Garreau , xiv. 
14 Kev•n M. Kruse and Thom.sJ Sugrue. C<ls, Tht New Suburban Hwor;(Chu:.ago The Unoversily of ChJcago Press. 2006), 7. 
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The urbanization of suburbs is another area of debate among historians. William Sharpe 

and Leonard Wallack tried to answer the question, "have suburbs become cities?" in their 1994 

article entitled, ·'Bold New Cily or Built-Up' Burb?' : Redefining Contemporary Suburbia." They 

argued that advocates of the new cities, like Garreau, contended that suburbs have broken away 

from the older central cities that spawned them. Sharpe and Wallack asseiied, howe,·er that "the 

relationship between the contemporary suburbs and the central cities is one of continued 

interdependence. " 15 They argued that the central city depends heavily on the suburban 

workforce, while at the same time sending a considerable number of its own residents to jobs in 

outlying areas. They also stressed that in the past few decades, suburbs have grown more diverse, 

but overall they remain heavily segregated by race and class. Sharpe and Wa!Jock argued that 

despite such diversification, suburbia has remained an essentially exclusive domain. They stated 

that because suburbs continue to lack, and white suburbanites actively resist, the varied 

populations and interests that distinguished urban centers, it was incorrect to label them as "new 

cities.'' 16 

Additionally, beyond the relationship of the suburb and the city, recent research has 

focused on the relationship of suburbanization to the envirorunent. The environmental impact of 

suburban house building has been sweeping. Leaking septic tanks, polluted groundwater, soil 

erosion. and mudflows all materialized after the homebuild ing industry rapidly increased 

construction during the housing crunch of the 1940s. Adam Rome's 2001 book, The Bulldozer zn 

the Countryside: Suburban Sprawl and the Rise of American Environmentalism, focuses on the 

postwar homebuilding industry and American suburb. Rome shows how suburban sprawl 

15 
William Sharpe and Leonard Wallack, ' 'Bold New City or Built-Up 'Burb?' Redefining Contemporal)' 

Suburbia," American Qucmerly 46 (March 1994):6-7. 
16 

Sharpe and Wallock, 12-13. 
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generated both environmental problems and an ecological consciousness. He focuses on the 

connections between the production and consumption of natural resources and wastes. 17 Rome 

reveals the political, cultural, and economic intersection of postwar development as well as the 

ecological costs paid by homeowners, communities, and the envirorunent itself. Rome, like 

Garreau, Sharpe, and Wallack, attempts to fit the study of suburbanization into the concerns of 

Americans at the tum of the millennium. At the end of the 1990s and start of a new century, the 

public ' s focus turned to the decaying cities, the worsening environment, and exploding suburban 

sprawl. 

Today, historians and researchers are grappling with the challenges posed by the 

suburban landscape. Ironically, one hundred years ago, reformers conceived of suburbanization 

as a solution to the urban problems that needed remedies. Many experts today suggest 

"regionalism as a means for tackling the problems of urban sprawl. Urban analysts like David 

Rusk, Myron Orfield, Peter Calthorpe, William Fulton, and Eric Oliver al l emphasize the 

importance of a regional framework for problem solving." 18 These critics blame suburban 

sprawl for exacerbating segregation and social inequalities, for loss of natural habitats, for tbe 

waste of resources spent developing new neighborhoods and infrastructure while urban areas 

crumble. These researchers argue that suburbia has not provided a sustainable living 

environment. 

Additionally, when Kenneth T . Jackson was asked to reflect on his seminal work, 

Crabgrass Frontier at a suburban history conference at Hofstra University, his comments 

17 Adam Rom~. The Bulldozer in the Countryside . Suburban Sprawl and the Rise of American 
Environmentalism (New York : Cambridge Press, 200 l ), xv1, 299. 
18 Becky M. N1colaides and Andrew W1ese, eds., T11e Suburban Reader (New York: Routledge, 2006), 
469-470 . 
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reflected the changing perception of suburbia among historians. 19 He noted in his remarks that 

suburbs are growing and becoming more diverse, especially with new Latino and Asian groups. 

He admitted to the mistake he made in Crabgrass Frontier when passing over racism. He also 

argued that America has ''Balkanized government," since every jurisdiction has its own schools, 

fire department, and police forces. He also defended his assertion that ''affluent and well-

educated Americans live in suburban areas ... "20 Jackson explained that most ordinary people 

could mvn a home. f-Ie argued that this rate of suburban growth would continue; however, the 

urban renaissance is being fueled by young people, immigrants, and people who realize that 

cities have a lot to offer, too. 

New subcategories of suburban history are starting to emerge. One area that suburban 

historians can still explore is the role of education. Historians are also starting to examine how 

education has been transformed by the suburban.ization. In Dav1d B. Tyack's book, The One Best 

System: A History of American Urban Education, published in 1974, the chief focus of his 

research was tl1e transformation from village school to urban system. The bulk of the book is 

concentrated on changes tn the decades surrounding the tum of the twentieth century, but it 

situated its account of these changes within the broad course of American educational history 

from 1840-1970. Tyack fails to connect his research to the post war changes in the political 

economy of urban development. These changes included the deindustrialization of the urban 

economy and the segmentation of urban labor market, the tenitorial redist1ibution of the 

American population from cites to suburbs and the segregation of residential space by race and 

class. rt is difficult to see how it is possible to understand cotemporary education without taking 

19 Kenneth T. Jackson, "Rethinking the Crabgrass :Frontier," in Redefining Suburban Studies: Searching 
for New Paradigms, eds. Daniel Rubey. (Hemptead, NY: Hofstra University, 2009), 222-229. 
20 Jackson, Redefining Suburban Studies, 224. 
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into account these changes. 21 Today historians are examining how our educat ional system has 

evolved into two new separate and unequaJ systems of schools, one mainly for low-income 

children and children of color in the cities, and the other largely for middle-class children in the 

suburbs. The One Best System is a starting point, but educational historians have to investigate 

how deindustrialization, the segregation of residential space, worsening urban poverty , and 

expanding suburban sprawl impact education. 

Recent suburban scholarship is a far cry fl·om the work published immediately after 

World War II. Originally, most urban rustorians left the suburbs out of their studies. 

Consequently, few suburban historians discussed central cities. They paid little attention to the 

interaction of suburbs and cities. Recently historians have pushed aside the o ld categories of race 

and ethnicity , dass and culture, even urban and suburban. Today's scholars are focused on the 

political economy. In The New Suburban History, edited by Kevin M . Kruse and Thomas J 

Sugrue, argued that twentieth-century American history could not be understood without close 

attention to the political and economic transformations that remade metropolitan America. These 

historians cited that ''Mindful of the diversity of metropolitan America in terms of race, class, 

culture, and politics, ... new studies of suburbs often fine more compelling contest for power 

taking place in the struggles over policy, money, and the law."22 These struggles are part of the 

foundation of the suburban experience and will be Lhe focus of future research and scholarship 

1 1 David B. Tyack, The One Best System.· A history of American Urban Education (Cambridge, MA: 
Harvard University Press, 1974), 353 . 
22 Kevin M. Kruse and Thomas J. Sugrue, eds. , The New Suburban History (Chicago: The University of 
Chicago Press, 2006), l 0. 
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Secondary Sources 

Anderson, Virginia. Creatures of Empire: How Domestic Animals Transformed Early America 
Oxford & New York: Oxford University Press, 2004 . 
Virginia Anderson's book is about the pivotal role of livestock in early American history . 
She emphasizes how ammals not only produced changes in the land but also in the heart 
and mind and behavior ofthe people who dealt wi th them. Anderson argues that roaming 
livestock continued to serve as the forerunner of English settlement, moving along with 
the expansion of Euro-American communities into frontier regions. Her study reminds us 
that domestic animals played a central role in the story of early America. 

Bailyn, Bernard. The Peopling of British North America: An introduction. New York: Alfred A. 
Knopf, 1986. 
Jn this book, Bailyn write about the westward transatlantic people of British No1th 
American. Bailyn argument is expansive. First he argues that transatlantic migration was 
an extension of long-existing geographical mobility in Western Europe. Second, once in 
America, these immigrants settled on land thar in a diversity of ways with different 
region variations dictated by their national origins. Lastly, Bai lyn explains two 
overlapping migra(ion patterns were at work, one stimulated by the demand for labor in 
America and the other by speculative !and schemes whose success depended on quickly 
placing groups of settlers on the land. Bailyn's work falls short when he omits the impact 
of African slaves and Native Americans. He entirely omitted both groups from his 
analysis. Europeans cannot be understood without considering the multiracial interaction 
that occurred nearly everywhere in British North America. 

Burnside, Madeline and Rosemarie Robotham. Spirits of the Passage: The 7J-ansatlanlic Slave 
Trade in the Seventeenth Century. New York: Simon & Schuster, 1997. 
This book takes the reader from the origins of slavery to the presence of enslaved peoples 
in the western hemisphere in modem times. The book provides impressive commentary 
on the West African Jgbos. Jt also explains graphically the rise of trading forts, and the 
work of European salvers. Burnside and Robotham pay special attention to the "African 
brain drain" when Europeans drained the continent offifteen million people, thereby 
causing an enormous loss of talent for the region . The most significant pmiion of their 
study is dedicated to the horrific middle passage of African captives en route to the New 
World. 

Cronon, William. Changes in the Land: Indians, Colonists, and the Ecology of the New 
England. New York: Hill and Wang, 1983. 
Cronan's book reminds readers that Anglo-America was founded on a philosophy of 
expansive capitalism and environmental waste. He does not assert that al l of the 
environmental changes in New England or all the changes in Indian culture were caused 
by European settlers, but he does argues that European invasion of fndian New England 
entailed a fundamental reorganization ofthe region 's plant and animal communities. 
Cronan also demonstrates that both Indian society and the land were altered as much or 
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more by the colonists' grazing animals. Additionally, Cronan points out that because of 
epidem ic diseases for which they lacked immunities, lndians could not prevent the loss of 
land to the English with their crops and livestock. 

Fishman, Robert. Bourgeois Utopias: The Rise and Fall of Suburbia. New York: Basic Books, 
1987. 
Fishman argues that suburbia must be tmderstood as a utopia. He explains that the power 
of the suburbs is derived from a complex vision of the modern family freed from the 
con-uption of the city. Bourgeois Utopzas provides the historical dimensions of the 
suburbs and his research offers a comparative history of suburbs in the United States, 
England, and France . He also argues that suburban development was driven by a growing 
fear of cities and greed over land speculation. 

Games, Alison. Migration and the Origins of the English Atlantic World Cambridge, MA: 
Harvard University Press, l 999. 
Games ' focus is on the cenrrality of migration to the fonnation of the seventeenth century 
English Atlantic world . She examines migration from England to its New World colonies 
by scrutinizing the London Port Register of 1635. Through her research she sets out to 
prove the creative and existence of the English Atlantic world, particularly its dominance 
over the localism of individual colonial communities. I-ler argument in clear but a reader 
could get bogged down in the statistics and extended discussions that do not relate back 
to the book's central argument. 

Garreau, Joel. Edge City: Life on the New Frontier. New York: Random House, 1991. 
In Edge City, Garreau argues that suburbs are really "outer cities" that include low to 
medium housing density, employment opportunities, shopping malls, and community 
services. He explains that the growth of edge cities has been fueled by the 
decentralization of retail shops, the shift to service jobs, and the expansion of women's 
participation in the work force . 

Jackson, Ken11eth T. Crabgrass Frontier: The Suburbanization of the United Stales. New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1985. 
Crabgrass Frontier is considered the first comprehensive, scholarly history of American 
suburbanizatlon. The shift from an urban to suburban is nation is the subject of Jackson 's 
research. Jackson describes the impact of changing fonn of transportat ion and d iscusses 
suburban propagators. He pays close attention to the effect of government policies, 
changing construction methods, and low !and prices. Crabgrass Frontier is a landmark 
work in the field of suburban history. 

Jacobs, Jane. Death and Life of Great American Cities. New York: Random House, Vintage 
Books, 1961. 
In Death and Life of Great American Citres, Jacobs attacks the principles and a ims that 
have shaped modem city planning and rebuild ing. However, Jacobs ignores the impact of 
suburbanization. She also fails to conceptualize the impact of the baby boom and the 
mass migration of blacks from the rural South to northern cities. Her argument is that 
urban builders and planners had created dullness in the central cities, which was driving 
people away. She insists that ifthey had created vitality instead , the city would have 
continued to attract and hold people. 
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Kruse, Kevin M. and Thomas J. Sugrue, eds. The New Suburban History. Chicago: The 
University of Chicago Press, 2006. 
The New Suburban History, edited by Kevin M. Kruse and Thomas J. Sugrue, argues that 
twentieth-century American history cannot be understood without c lose attention to the 
political and economic transfonnations that remade metropolitan America. The authors · 
explain that in most of the United States, the difference between cities and suburbs is 
political. The authors in this volume argue that suburbs might look more like ci t ies now 
than ever before, but in most cases, they remain separate, usually competitive entities. 

Limerick, Patricia Nelson. The Legacy of Conquest. The Unbroken Past ofrhe American 
West. New York: W.W. Norton, 1987. 

Limerick argues that many Americans, including scholars, sti ll do not fully understand 
the history of the American West. She argues that myths about the West crowd out 
perceptions of its true complexity. In The Legacy of Conquest, Limerick asks historians 
to consider the West as a distinct " place" with somewhat indistinct boundaries like the 
South and the Midwest. Through her research, Limerick explains the history of the West 
as an intersection of ethnic d iversity and property allocation. At its core, Limerick 
contends that economic dam ination of the West implied cultural imperialism. She argues 
that conquest involved struggle over languages, cultures, and rei i gions. The pursuit of 
property overlapped with the pursuit of legitimacy in way of life. 

Mumford, Lewis. The City in History Its Origins, its Transformation, and its Prospects . New 
York: Harcourt, Brace & World, 1961 . 
Mumford v iew of suburbia is through the lens ofpost-WWII America. He describes 
suburbia as homogeneous, a white world of afftuence and conform ity. He research 
provides a limited picture of the socioeconomic demographics and a narrow 
understanding of the impact of geography and the environment. 

Nicolaides, Becky M. My Blue Heaven: Life and Politics in the Working-Class Suburbs of Los 
Angeles, 1920-J 965. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2002. 
Nicolaides focuses on a single suburban California city , South Gate, in Los Angeles 
County 's Alameda Corridor. Her work demonstrates that suburbs are not solely 
composed of middle to upper class residents. She explains that South Gate was 
established in the post World War I period as an opportunity for working-class people !o 
buy cheap lots and to build thei r own homes, 

Rome, Adam. The Bulldozer in the Countryside: Suburban Sprawl and the Rise of 
American Environmentalism. New York: Cambridge Press, 200 l . 
Rome focuses on the postwar homebuilding industry and American suburbs. Rome 
demonstrates how suburban sprawl generated both environmental problems and an 
ecological consciousness. His main focus is on the connections between the production 
and consumption of natural resources and waste. Rome revea ls Lhe political , cultural , and 
economic intersection of postwar development as well as the ecological costs paid by 
homeowners, communities, and the environment itself. 
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Steinberg, Ted. Down to Earth: Nature's Role in American History. New York: Oxford 
University Press, 2002. 
In Down to Earth, Ted Steinberg rebuts any notion that environmental history is marginal 
to the larger field. He wants the reader to that nature is not a stable backdrop to human 
action, but an unpredictable force that shapes and limits human action in the world. To 
emphasize this fact, he uses familiar historical events to support his overall, such as the 
founding of the Jamestown Colony and the Civil War, are all put in their environmental 
context. He also clearly demonstrates the environmental consequence of pasr actions. He 
uses several examples to prove his larger argument that social and political history is 
always grounded in a changing natural world . 

Wamer, Sam B. Jr. StreercarSuburbs, The Process ofGrowth in Boston, !870- 1900. Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press and the M .I.T. Press, 1962. 
Wamer argues that public transportation made suburban sprawl possible in Bosron, 
Massachusetts. His study explains how Bostonians were leavmg the city in search of 
housing long before WWll and the process of suburbanization was expedited by the use 
of public transpo11ation, in this case streetcars. Wamer directly challenges the notion that 
suburbanization was a post WW II phenomenon. 

Weise, Andrew. Places of Their 0\11n: African American Suburbanization in the Twentieth 
Century. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2004. 
ln Places of Their Own, Weise documents the black migration following World War Jl 
and the rising black middle class. His analysis of African American suburbanization has 
contributed to a more diverse picture of the class composition of American suburbs. He is 
careful to show that black suburban expansion varied by region and argues that planned 
rac ial activism by southen\ whites and blacks led to segregated suburbs. Places of Their 
Own corrects the suburb stereotype of white upper-class residents and he organ izes his 
narrative around the impact of racial discrimination. 

Wilson, William J-1. Hamilton Park: A Planned Black Community in Dallas. Baltimore: John 
Hopkins University Press, 1998. 
Wilson's research traces a post-World War Il African American suburb from its creation 
to the present. This book provides much needed details about black suburban 
neighborhoods. Wilson's research helps the reader conceptualize the active nature of 
these suburbs. He includes infonnation about c1vic and social organ izations, such as 
candidate forums , and voter drives. 

Websites 

"Census in Schools." US Census Bureau. http://www.census.gov/schools/for teachers/ 
(accessed Aug. 5, 2010). -
Th1s site offers Jesson plans, fact sheets, and activities for learning about the 20 I 0 census. 
I used several of the sources and activities in my Jesson plan about Sun Belt Migration. 
The population shift from the North to southern Sunbelt states is evident in the popu lation 
growth figures. I found the activities to be very appropriate for high school level courses 
and could be applicable to studying other migrations as well. 
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"Surviving the Dust Bowl." PBS American Experience. 
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/americanexperience/films/dustbowl/ (accessed Aug. 5, 20 I 0). 
Th1s website is about the story of the farmers who came to the Southern Plains of Texas, 
Oklahoma, and Kansas dreaming of prosperity, and lived through ten years of drought, 
dust, disease and death . This site is used 1n a webquest and as a source for images and 
content information. It is very user-friendly and engaging. Students can access video, 
sound recordings, and multiple photographs of the Dust Bowl. 

''The Great Migration (l916-l930)." In Motion: The African-American Migration Experience. 
http://www.inrnotionaame.org/migrations/landing.cfm?migration=8 (accessed Aug. 5, 
20 l 0). 
This site provides information about the 1.5 mill ion people who moved north between 
1916 and 1930 during the Great Migration when the war industry offered industrial jobs 
to African Americans. Thus began the transformation of the African-American 
population from a predominantly rura l to a predominantly urban people. Th is site is used 
for images and content infonnation. 

'·The Second Great Migration ( 1940-1970)." in Motion .· The African-Amencan Migration 
Experience. http://www.inmotionaame.org/migrations/landing.cfm?migration=9 
(accessed Aug. 5, 2010). 
The Second Great Migration is chronicled on this site. Between 1940 and 1970, brought 5 
million black Southerners North and West, by 1970, 47 percent of the nation's African 
Americans lived outside the South, and more than 80 percent were urban. This site is 
used for a Webquest activity and for content information. 

"The Transatlantic Slave Trade (1450s-l867)." In Motion· The African-American Migration 
Experience. http :1 lwww. inmotionaame. org/migra tions/ landi ng.cfm ?rnigrati on= 1 
(accessed Aug. 5, 201 0). 
The transatlantic slave trade is well document on th is site. Between the 1500s and the 
1860s, at least 12 million Africans were sent to the Americas. About half am ill ion 
arrived in the United States. This brutal forced migration changed forever the face and 
character of the modem world . This site is used from images and content information. 

Primary Sources 

An Eyewitness Account. Photograph. PBS American Experience: Surviving the Dust Bowl. 
http://www .pbs .org/wgbh/arnericanexperience/features/photo-gallery /dustbowl/ (accessed 
Aug. 5, 20 l 0) 
This image will be used during an opening activity, during which the students have to 
complete an image/picture analysis worksheet. The picture depicts a farm that has been 
covered with dust. 

Cross-secrion ofthe slave ship, 'Brookes '. Diagram. Direct.gov.uk 
http://www.direct.gov.uk/en/slavery/DG_065902 (accessed Aug. 5, 20 I 0) 
This image will be used in a museum/gal lery walk act ivity pertaining to rhe transatlantic 
slave lTade, during wh1ch the students analyze the images and answered corresponding 
questions on a worksheet. This image depicts how slaves were packed tightly aboard 
ships to maximize profits for the slave trader. 
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Family and Home. Photograph. Levittown Historical Society. 
http://www.levittownhistoricalsociety.org/history .htm (accessed Aug. 5, 20 l 0) 
This photograph portraying a family and their home in Levittown, New York Will be used 
in a PowerPoint presentation. The presentation complements a lecture about posr-WWll 
suburbanization. 

''I'll Help You Pack." Political Cartoon. Politica!Cartoons.com 
http ://wv.w.politicalcartoons.com/search.aspx?cmd=4&mode=Advanced&lang=l 
&artist=&zone=O&t ype=O&query=immigration&from= l %2fl %2 f2000&to=8 %2 
f14%2f2010 (accessed Aug. 5, 2010). 
This political cartoon will be used for a closing activity, during which the students have 
to analyze the image and answer corresponding questions. The picture depicts a Nat1ve 
American telling an American citizen that he will help him pack 

"Images Database." Voyages: The Transatlantic Slave Trade Database. 
http://www. slavevoyages .org/tastlresourceslimages.faces. 
These images depicts an African's journey from being captured, to his journey on the 
Middle Passage, to being sold in the Americas . The images are used in a museum/gal lery 
walk activity, during which the students analyze the images and answer corresponding 
questions on a worksheet. 

Lawrence, Jacob. The Migration Series, 1940-41 (Museum of Modern Art, New York). 
http ://www.phil lipscollection .org/migration_series/flash/experience.cfrn. 
This series of paintings depicts the f1rst great migration of African Americans from the 
rural South to nort·hern cit ies . Several of the paintings are used in a museu m/gal lel)' walk 
activity, during which the students analyze the paintings and answer corresponding 
questions on a worksheet 

Resident Population of the United States April I , 200 and April/, 1990. Census Data. From U.S . 
Department of Commerce, U .S. Bureau. http://www.census.gov/schools/for _teachers/ 
(accessed Aug. 5, 20 I 0). 
This census data table will be used in a data analysis activity. The students examine 
populat ion losses and gains and recording their findings on a corresponding worksheet. 

Slave Auction Poster. From Library of Congress Prints and Photographs Division 
Washington, D.C. Image LC-USZ62-10293. 
http://W\Vw. flickriver. com/photos/manchester_ city _galleries/2367 4 80323/ 
(accessed Aug. 5, 20 I 0) 
This image will be used in a museum/gallery walk activity pe1taining to the transatlantic 
slave trade, during which the students analyze the images and answered conesponding 
questions on a worksheet. 

Slave Ship. Image. Latin.AmericanStudies.org 
http:l/vvww. google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.latinamericanstudies.org/slav 
ery/slave-ship (accessed Aug. 5, 2010) 
This image will be used in a museum/gallery walk activity pertaining to the transatlantic 
slave trade, during which the students analy ze the images and answered corresponding 
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questions on a worksheet. The image depicts slaves packed tightly aboard a ship crossing 
the Middle Passage. 

The Promise ofrhe City. Photograph . fn Motion, the African American Migration Experience: 
Migration Resources. 
http://www. inmolionaame. orglgalleryJ? rmgration = 9&topic = 5 &rype =image&page = 12 
(accessed Aug . 5, 2010) 
This photograph will be used during a closing activity, during which the students have to 
analyze the image and answer corresponding questions. The picture depicts African 
Americans depa11ing for the North. 
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Lesson Title: Colonial Settlement (lesson #1) 
Date of Lesson: TBA 
Grade: 11 u, Grade 
Subject: U.S. History and Government 
Allotted Time: 80 minutes 
Learning Standards: 

NYS Learning Standards: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 
NCSS Theme: I, II, Ill, IV, V, VI, VII, VIII, lX, X 

Lesson Objectives: 
• Given a reading pertaining to European settlement in America, the students will 

categorize infonnation from the reading onto a worksheet. 
• Given a blank map, the students will identify where Europeans settled in North America. 
• When asked, students will define the term migration and will identify reasons/causes for 

migration. 

Materials/Equipment: 
• Scrap paper and writing utensils 
• All corresponding lesson worksheets 
• Class set of textbooks 
• Computer/Web Access 

Classroom Textbook References: 

American Anthem (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston. 2009), 40-65. 

Anticipatory Set (5 minutes): Define "Migration" 
In their notebooks, the students will write a definition for the term "migration," the students will 
then record their answers to the following question in their notebooks: "What are your plans 
after high school?" Students will volunteer and share the1r definitions and plans for post-high life. 

• Rationale: Most high schoolers want to leave their hometown for a variety of reasons 
they want more economic/employment opportunities, educational opportunit ies, freedom 
from parents, autonomy to make their own decisions, spirit of exploration-to see a new 
place with new opportunities, entertainment, and so on . 

o The teacher will juxtapose the students' reasons with the reasons why people left 
Europe to settle in the New World as a transition into the lecture. 

Class Activities and Procedures: 
10-15 minutes, Define Other Forms of Movement 

• The students will define the terms listed below and will provide an example of that type 
of movement from history using their textbook. The students will record the definition and 
historical example on the "Form of Movement'' worksheet. 

o Immigration, emigration, remigration, voluntary migration and involuntary 
migration 

• The teacher wil l review this worksheet with the students to ensure they have recorded 
the correct definitions and provided accurate examples. The students will self correct 
their worksheet as the teacher reviews the correct answers. 
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10 minutes, Causes of European Migration Graphic Organizer (Push and Pull Factors Added) 
• The students will complete the first part of graphic organizer while the teacher briefl y 

lectures for 8-10 minutes. The students wil l record the information as it appears on the 
smart board. The teacher will circulate the room to ensure the students are remaining on 
task and taking adequate notes. 

25-30 minutes, European Settlement Partner Activity 
• The students will be randomly placed into pairs. The students will be provided with a 

worksheet and a chapter summary. The worksheet will direct the students to first 
examine the chapter summaries pertaining to the British and Spanish. The students can 
refer to the textbook for additional information (textbook pages 40-65). 

• One student will complete the section on the Spanish . The other student will complete 
the section on the English. Once the students have completed their assigned sections, 
they will share their information with one another. They will tell each other the 
information. While each student is speaking, the other group member will record notes . 
They will not simply copy each other's work. 

• The teacher will circulate the room to ensure the students are remaining on task. 
Following the completion of the activity the teacher will ask students to share their 
information The teacher will add/correct information when/where necessary. The 
students will correct and/or add to their answers. 

10 minutes, Effects of European Migration Graphic Organizer 
• The students will complete the second part of the graphic organizer while the teacher 

briefly lectures for 8-10 minutes. The students will record the information as it appears 
on the smart board . The teacher will circulate the room to ensure the students are 
remaining on task and taking notes. 

15 minutes, Colonial Settlement Map 
• The students will identify the different areas of European settlement circa 1650 in North 

America. The teacher will provide the students with a blank map, an instruction sheet , 
and color pencils . 

• The teacher will circulate the room, helping the students to locate the various 
settlements. 

Concluding Activity and Closure (10 minutes): Ticket-Out-The-Door 
The students will examine a map and answer corresponding questions prior to the conclusion of 
class. The students will record their answers directly on the worksheet and it will serve as their 
"ticket-out-the-door." (Students will hand-in the completed worksheet to the teacher as they 
leave class.) All the questions will relate to material that was presented in the lesson. 

Methods of Evaluation/Assessment: 
• European Settlement Partner Activity-will assess the students' ability to pu ll out and 

categorize information while reading a historical secondary source 
• Colonial Settlement Map-will evaluate the students' mapping skills and will assess their 

knowledge of key locations and geographic features . 
• Ticket-Out- The-Door-will evaluate the students' abilities to analyze a map of colonial 

settlement in North America and answer corresponding questions, 

Emergency Fillers/Alternate Plans: 
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1. Groups that finish the European settlement partner activity early can begin the 
colonial sett lement map. 

Homework: 
• Depending on time, the colonial settlement map activity will become homework. 

Students will read the next section of the class text and answer the assigned questions . 
o Read ch . 3, Sec. 1, pages 72-76, and complete all parts of questions 1-3 for next 

class. 

Self-Evaluation: 
• How well did the students respond to the opening activity? 
• How were the students' definitions of migration? Did they demonstrate any prior 

understanding of the concept? 
• How well did the students complete the European Settlement Partner Activity? Did they 

need more time? What changes cou'd be made to the activity for the future? 
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Name: ______ ~------------~~~~~~~~------
U.S. History and Government, UNIT #1 : Colonial Settlement 

Date: ___________ _ 

Define the following terms using your textbook and provide a historical example . 

1 . Migration 

Example-

2. Immigration 

Example-

3 Emigration 

Example-

4. Remigration 

Example-

5. Voluntary-migration 

Example-

6. Involuntary-migration 

Example-
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Name: -------------------------- Exploration of the America 

Ask the students to list some push and pull factors for migration>-write 
responses on the board. 

Push Factors 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

Not enough jobs 
Few opportunities 
Primitive conditions 
Desertification 
Famine or drought 
Political fear or persecution 
Poor medical care 
Loss of wealth 
Natural disasters 
Death threats 
Lack of political or religious freedom 
Pollution 
Poor housing 
Landlord/tenant issues 
Bullying 
Discrimination 
Poor chances of marrying 
Aspiration to live a better life 
cnme 
war 
lack of food 
lack of shops and services (eg.police, fire dept,ambulance) 
evicted 
lack of education 

Pull Factors 

• Job opportunities 
• Better living conditions 
• Political and/or religious freedom 
• Enjoyment 
• Education 
• Better medical care 
• Attractive climates 
• Security 
• Family links 
• Industry 
• Better chances of marrying 
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CAUSES 

PUSH FACTORS 

• Development in technology (navigational tools) 

• Nationalism-expanding national power 

• Spread Christianity 

PULL FACTORS 

• Increase demand for trade and new markets (spices) 

• New way of thinking fostered a new world view and 
welcomed a broad scope of learning (Renaissance & 
Enlightenment) 

EXPLORATION 
OF THE 

AMERICAS 

EFFECTS 

• European settlements are founded 

• Trade and mercantilism grows 

• Increased competition among European countries for 
colonies 

• Conflict with Native Americans 

• Slavery is introduced and established in the Americas 
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Name:----------

CAUSES 

EXPLORATION 
OF THE 

AMERICAS 

EFFECTS 

Exploration of the America 
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Name: Date: __________ ~------------------
Directlons: Use your textbook to complete the following chart (follow corresponding page #'s). 

European Name & Location of Economic Activity Religious Affiliation Political ContactlRelationship 
Country Settlements Organization/Structure with Native Americans 

The 
Spanish 

(Text Pages 
40--45) 

-

The 
English 

(Text Pages 
46-50) 

(..I 
(JI 

-- - --

Mr. Newell, U.S. History 2009-2010 



Name: Date: ______________________________ _ 

Directions: Use your textbook to complete the following chart (follow corresponding page #'s). 

European Name/Location of Economic Activity Religious Affiliation Political Contact/Relationship wiffi 
Country Settlements O'=g_anization/Structure Native Americans 

• Florida (La Florida) • Locate Gold • Roman Catholic Viceroyalty-New Spain • Spanish Catholic missionaries 
1513 • Encomienda- • Sent missionaries attempted to Christianize the 

Spanish 0 Juan Ponce de plantations to convert Viceroyal- administrator Native American population. 
Leon European settlers • A representative (Also attempted to impose 

(Text • St. Augustine, Florida and Native of the monarch Spanish culture on them) 

pages, 46- 0 Oldest city in Americans • Some natives resisted and 

50 the USA • Goal: advance Social Structure- rebelled against the Spaniards' 

• Explored present day Catholicism 1. Peninsulares attempts to transform their 

I New Mexico, Arizona, • Congregaciones 2. Creoles lives and beliefs. 
Texas, Oklahoma, • Royal Oders of 3. Mestizos/Mulattoes • Priests learned native 

I 

Kansa New Discoveries 4. Native Americans languages. Taught natives 
0 Francisco 1573 5. Slaves trading skills and offered 

Vasquez de protection to new converts. 
Coronado • Spanish priests and soldiers 

smashed and burned sacred 
native objects and forced 
natives to pay a tribute. 

I 
• Virginia • Farming • Protestant~more Virginia House of • English avoided natives 

0 Jamestown 0 Tobacco economically Burgesses thought of natives as "wild 

English Colony (1607) • By 1620s, 1 .5 focused than • Reps from savages''. 
million pounds Puritans in the communities in 0 No desire to live 

(Text went to Eng land North. Virginia among or intermarry 

pages, 40-
. each year • Members: with natives. 

45) 0 White • English also demanded tribute 
0 Male and labor from the natives. 
0 Landowners • English burned native villages 

• Raised taxes, made and kidnapped native 
laws hostages, especially children. 

• Governor (crown 
representative) had 
veto power 

--- -

Mr. Newell, U.S. History 
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Name: ----------------------- Date: ____ _ 

European Colonies (1650) Map Activity 

1. Create/Complete a legend using four different colored pencils for Dutch, English , 
French, Spanish settlement. 

2. Identify the following areas on the map using a class textbook or atlas: 

Spanish Settlement 

• Central America 

• South America (except Brazil- Portuguese) 

French Settlement 

• St. Lawrence River Valley 

• The Great Lakes Region 

• Lower Mississippi Val ley (Louisiana) 

• St. Domingue (Caribbean-Haiti) 

Dutch Settlement 

• Hudson River 

• New York 

English Settlement 

• Jamestown, Virginia 

• Massachusetts Bay Colony 

• Maryland 

3. When you have completed your map, show your finished product to the teacher. 
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CLOSING ACTIVITY Name: _________ Date: ___ _ 

Fran~e 

Great 8 ·1italn 

Tenituri es ceded by Flanc@ 
to Great Britain by thl! 
irnty of Utrecht in 1713 
Spain 

o C ities 

Pacifi c 
0 . o·ar-- l_. ,_c: t 

In the mid-17005 7 

France controlled much 
more of Notih America than England .. 

Gulf of 
Mexico 

1. What region did the English settle in North America? Why did the Puritans flee England? 

.Atlantic 
Oc ..-c n 

2. Which of the cities on the map is the oldest and wh1ch European country founded the city? 

3. Which region did the Spanish explore in North America? What were the Spanish conquistadors 
looking for in the Americas? 
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Lesson Title: Transatlantic Slave Trade (Lesson #2) 
Date of Lesson: TBA 
Grade: 11 tn Grade 
Subject: U.S. History and Government 
Allotted Time: 80 minutes 
Learning Standards: 

NYS Learning Standards: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 
NCSS Theme: I, II, Ill, IV, V, VI , VII, VIII, IX, X 

Lesson Objectives: 
• Given various images and primary documents pertaining to the transatlantic slave trade, 

students will analyze these sources and complete a corresponding worksheet during a 
Museum/Gallery Walk activity. 

• Given information about the transatlantic slave trade, students will assume the role of 
captive African during a RAFT writing exercise. 

Materials/Equipment: 
• Scrap paper and writing utensils 
• All corresponding lesson worksheets 
• Class set of textbooks 
• Computer/Web Access 

Classroom Textbook References: 

American Anthem (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston , 2009) , 20-22. 

Anticipatory Set (5 minutes): Notebook Response 
In their notebooks, the students will respond to the following questions: 

• Compare the early migration of white settlers and Africans to America Why did they 
come to America? What brought them to America? 

Class Activities and Procedures: 

10 minutes, Transatlantic Slave Trade Lecture/Notes 
• The students will complete a scaffold-worksheet while the teacher briefly lectures for 8-

1 0 minutes pertaining to the transatlantic slave trade. The students w ill record the 
information as it appears on the smart board. The teacher will circulate the room to 
ensure the students are remaining on task and taking notes . 

25-30 minutes, Museum/Gallery Walk 
• The students will circulate around the room looking at various images depicting a slave's 

journey from capture to the Middle Passage to sale in the colonies. While the students 
are circulating around the room they will record responses to questions on a 
corresponding worksheet. The teacher will also circulate the room to ensure the students 
are remaining on task and completing the assigned questions/tasks for each image. 

• After each student has completed the enti re rotat1on, the teacher wi ll review each image 
and ask students to share their responses to the questions/task. 

10 minutes, Mapping Activity 
• The students will complete a map pertaining to the transatlantic s lave trade individually. 
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• Using the class text or atlases the students wi ll identify certain locations on the coast of 
Africa and the coast of North, Central, and South America. The students will also have to 
identify routes taken by slave ships (the Middle Passage) between Africa and the 
Americas. 

15 minutes, Transatlantic Slave Trade RAFT 
• The students will write a brief account as if they were a slave . The students will describe 

their "journey" from capture to slavery in a brief one-page narrative. (see RAFT 
instructions) 

• The students will share their stories if there is enough time, if not they will share them 
during the next class. 

Concluding Activity and Closure (10 minutes): Ticket-Out-The-Door 
The students will complete the ''Triangular Trade" worksheet The students w ill record their 
answers directly on the worksheet and it will serve as their "ticket-out-the-door." (Students w ill 
hand-in the completed worksheet to the teacher as they leave class.) All the questions will relate 
to material that was presented in the lesson. 

Methods of Evaluation/Assessment: 
• Museum/Gallery Walk-will assess the students' abilities to interpret and analyze 

images pertaining to the transatlantic slave trade. 
• Transatlantic Slave Trade RAFT -will evaluate the students' understanding of the 

journey an African would take from being captured, to the Middle Passage, to being sold 
in the Americas. 

• Mapping Activity-will evaluate the students ' mapping skil ls and will assess their 
knowledge of key locations and geographic features . 

• Ticket-Out- The-Door-will evaluate the students' abilities to analyze a map and chart 
and answer corresponding questions. 

Emergency Fillers/Alternate Plans: 
1. If students complete the museum/gallery walk early, they can begin the mapping activity. 
2. If students complete the mapping activity early, they can begin the transatlantic slave 

trade RAFT activity. 

Homework: 
• Students will write their final draft of their transatlantic slave trade RAFT on special 

"historic" paper provided by the teacher and will be prepared to share them next class . 

Se If-Evaluation: 
• How well did the students respond to the opening activity? 
• How well did the students complete the Museum/Gallery walk? Did they need more 

time? What changes could be made to the activity for the future? 
• How were the students' RAFTS? Did their stories characterize the struggle of an 

Africans' journey into slavery? 
• What were the results of the closing activity? 
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Lecture Notes: Lesson #2 Transatlantic Slave Trade Newell, CCDP 

Content PowerPoint Slide Questions/Connections 

The Atlantic Slave Trade 

Origins of the Slave Trade 
1. A shortage of labor in the Americas led to the 

beginning of the Atlantic slave trade. 
o Plantation agriculture required large 

numbers of workers 
o Planters first tried Native Americans: 

• Natives did not succumb to 
indentured servitude (forced 
labor) and rebelled against their 
colonial oppressors. 
European disease killed miii!Dns 
of natives (measles, mumps, 
chickenpox, and typhus) 

• Native people proved difficult to 
enslave and Spanish monarchy 
increasingly opposed natives a 
slaves. 

o Planters wanted cheap labor and turned 
to importing Africans. 

2. Ethnocentrism-Europeans thought Africans were 

•nferior 

,~.,.~.. African Slave Trading Ports 
1.\f)j • Slave traders forcibly took millions of Africans 

Slide 112 

to the Americas Slide #3 
• Millions came for the coast of West Africa

between Senegal and Angola 
• "House of Slaves" 

While awaiting the ships, slaves 
stayed in dungeonlike rooms 

• Their last steps in Africa were 
through the "Door of No Return", a 
narrow doorway facing the Atlantic 
Ocean. 

Afrfcan Slaves 

• Europeans traders (Portuguese, English, 
French, and Dutch) in Africa persuaded a few 
African rulers and merchants to supply them 
with slaves. 

• 

• 

• Some African rulers cooperated in 
exchange for European firearms and 
were motivated by a desire to 
weaken nval African leaders. 

Europeans took Africans captive during 
conflicts with North African Muslims. 
European traders also conducted slave raids 
and kidn<~ppings. 

Slide #4 

Who did the Europeans originally 

rely on for a source of labor' 

What happened to the Native 
American population in the 
Americas after contact with 
Europeans? 

Define Ethnocentrism: 

What region of Africa did the 

majority of captured slaves come 
from? 

What role did Afr\cans play in the 
capture and kidnapping of slaves? 
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Lecture Notes: Lesson #2 Transatlantic Slave Trade 

The Middle Passage 

• The Middle Passage brought Africans to the 
Americas to be sold as slaves 

• Aboard the ship: 
Captives chained together in dark 

cramped quarters. 
Africans packed into such small 
space they could neither sit nor 

stand. 10% to 20% died due to 
disease. 

Slavery in the Colonies 
• Slave traders carried captive Africans to many 

Slide #5 

parts of the Americas. Slide t16 
Spanish traders brought slaves to 
their Caribbean sugar plantations. 

• Portuguese traders brought millions 
to Brazil. 

• The English took most of their 
captives to the West Indies but also 
brought large numbers to colonies in 

North America. 

Effects of the Slave Trade 

• Human Cost 
Approx. 15-20 million people 
shipped to Americas 

Millions died during migration 
• Slavery deprived millions of people 

their freedom 
• Impact on Africa 

Youngest Africans captured (future 
leaders) 
Oiv1ded African vs. African, African 
rulers waged wars to gain captives 
Africa suffered political and 
economic instability due to the 
enormous population losses 

Slide In 

Newell, CCDP 

Where did the majority of slaves 
arrive in the Americas? 
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1. A shortage of labor in the Americas led to the 
beginning of the Atlantic slave trade. 
oPianlation agricuftureraqulred large numbaro or workers 
oPiantsrsfirst tried NaliveAmericans: 

•Nalives did not suca~mbto indentureds&NHude (torcedlabor) and 
rebelled against their c.olonialoppressors. 
·European disea•e killedmillons of nalive• (measles. mvmps. 
chickenpox. and typhus) 
•NaUve people proved difficuft to enslave and Spanish monarchy 
Increasingly opposed natives a slaves. 

oPianters wanted cheap labor and turned to 
importing Afncans. 

2. Ethnocentrism-Europeans thought Africans were 
inferior 

• Europeans traders (Portuguese, English, French, 
Dutch) in Africa persuaded a few African rulers and 
merchants to supply them with slaves. 
• Some African rulers cooperated in exchange for 

European firearms and were motivated by a 
desire to weaken rival African leaders. 

• Europeans took Africans captive duri ng confi.icts 
with North African Muslims. 

• European traders also conducted slave raids and 
kidnapplngs. 

11/15/2010 
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• The Middle Passage brought Africans to the Amerkas to be 
sold as slaves. 

• Aboard the ship: 

Captives chain~d together on dark cramped quan ers 
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• Slav~ traders carried Cilptlve 
A ln'can. co m "~ y parts of th • 

Am~ricas . 

>panosh traders brought s aves 
to ohe" C~flbbean sugar 
plant:lltoons. 

Portugues• uaders bmught 
milllcf'l• to Brazil. 

The Enghsh look most of their 
captives to tho W• '~ Indies bLit 
also brought large numbers to 
co!oni2s •n Nonh Amenca . 

11/15/2010 

Human Cost 

Approx. >5·<0 molloon people shipped to Americas 

• Millions died during m igration 

• Slavery depflved millions of people thei r freedom 
• Impact on Africa 

Youngest Afrk am captured (future leaders) 

Divided African vs. African, African ru lers waged wars to 
gain captives 

Africa suffered political and economic lnstaboliry due to 
the e~ormous population losses 
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Name: ------------------------------- Date: ____________ __ 

The Atlantic Slave Trade 

Origins of the Slave Trade 
1. A shortage of labor in the Americas led to the beginning of the Atlantic slave trade . 

• 

• 

• 

2. Ethnocentrism-

African Slave Trading Ports 
• Millions of Africans were forcibly taken to the Americas . 

• Millions came for the coast of West Africa- between Senegal and Angola 

• "House of Slaves" 

• 

• 

African Slaves 
• Europeans traders (Portuguese, English, French, and Dutch) in Africa persuaded a few 

African rulers and merchants to supply them with slaves. 

0 

• Europeans took Africans captive during conflicts with North African Muslims. 

• European traders also conducted -----~------------------------

The Middle Passage 
• The Middle Passage brought Africans to the Americas to be sold as slaves. 

• Aboard the ship: 

0 

0 
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Name: ______________________________ __ Date: ______ _ 

Slavery in the Colonies 

• Slave traders carried captive Africans to many parts of the Americas. 

0 

0 

0 

Effects of the Slave Trade 

• Human Cost 

0 

0 

0 

• Impact on Africa 

0 

0 

0 
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Name: --------Date: ~----Museum/Gallery Walk: Transatlantic Slave Trade 

Directions: 
• Walk from station to station and complete the task and questions for each image. 
• All worksheets will be collected at the conc!usion of this activity. 

Document #1 
1. In this image, who is aiding the white trader in capturing slaves? And why might they 

help the white trader? 

2. Describe the differences in how the European slave trader is portrayed opposed to the 
Africans. 

Document #2 
3. Describe the scene: 

a. Who is tied together (gender/age)? 
b. How are they bound? 
c. Who is supervising the march? 

4. From this image why do you suppose Africans did not resist their captures? 

Document #3 
5. What methods were used to contain captives? And how does this image portray the 

Europeans' opinions of Africans? 

Document #4A & 8 
6. According to documents 4A & B, how do these images reveal that the transatlantic slave 

trade was a forced migration? 
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Name: ________ Date: _____ Museum/Gallery Walk: Transatlantic Slave Trade 

Document #5 
7. Describe this image: 

a. Where were slaves kept on ships? 
b. How were they arranged? 
c. What was the impact of this configuration on captives? 

8. Why did slave traders pack the slave ships so tight? 

Document #6 
9. Where were some of the ports where captives left Africa? 

1 0. Where were some of the ports where captives arrived in the Americas? What is 
significant about these ports' location. 

Document #?A & B 
11. How does the advertisement in document 7 A, portray slaves who are for sale? 

12. How does Document 78 reveal the inhumane nature of slave trade? 

Document #8A & B 
13. What is the purpose of branding an animal? Why would plantation owners brand newly 

purchased slaves? 
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Date: Name: ______________________________ __ 
-----

Transatlantic Slave Trade Mapping Activity 

1. Using your class textbook or atlas, find the following locations, and use a black marker to 

label them on your map: 

• Africa 

0 Goree Island 

0 Malemba 
0 Sherbro 
0 Luanda 

• South America 
0 Salvador 
0 Rio de Janeiro 

• Central America 
0 Havana, Cuba 

• The Caribbean 

• North America 

0 Charleston 
0 New Orleans 

• Atlantic Ocean 

2. Next, using a red marker draw arrows showing the routes of slave ships from Africa, across 
the Atlantic, to the Americas and the Caribbean . 

3. When you have finished your map, show you your final product to the teacher. 
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RAFT Student Directions 

Write a narrative following the R.A.F.T. template . You are African; describe your journey 
from capture, to being on a ship, to being sold ·In the Americas 

Follow these steps: 
1. review the RAFT handouts 
2. brainstorm using their RAFT template 
3. complete a draft of their RAFT 
4. edit their draft and peer review another student's 
5. revise their draft 
6. write a final draft on special "historic" paper 

• You will share your stories if there is enough time. If not, you will share them during 
the next class . 

RAFT Student Directions 

Write a narrative following the R.A.F.T. template. You are African ; describe your journey 
from capture, to being on a ship, to being sold in the Americas 

Follow these steps: 
1 . review the RAFT handouts 
2. brainstorm using their RAFT template 
3. complete a draft of their RAFT 
4. edit their draft and peer review another student's 
5. revise their draft 
6. write a final draft on special "historic" paper 

• You will share your stories if there is enough time. If not, you will share them during 
the next class. 
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Lesson Title: Westward Expansion and Forced Migration of Native Americans (Lesson #3) 
Date of Lesson: TBA 
Grade: 11 1n Grade 
Subject: U.S. History and Government 
Allotted Time: 80 minutes 
Learning Standards: 

NYS Learning Standards: 1, 3, 4, 5 
NCSS Theme: I, II, Ill, IV, V, VI, X 

Lesson Objectives: 
• Given a blank map of North America, students wi ll locate and identify various routes of 

migration, native tribes, and geographic features. 
• Given a thematic essay template, students will synthesize their understanding of 

westward movement by combining information presented in this and previous lessons 
and write an essay. 

• Students will demonstrate their understanding of the required elements of a thematic 
essay, and the "Step-up to Writing" writing strategies, when they independently write a 
thematic essay. 

Materials/Equipment: 
• Scrap paper and writing utensils 
• All corresponding lesson worksheets 
• Class set of textbooks 
• Computer/Web Access 

· · Classroom Textbook References: 

American Anthem. (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 2009), 296-301. 

Anticipatory Set (5 minutes): Notebook Response 
In their notebooks, the students will wnte a definition for the term "destiny". The students wi ll 
then share their answers with the class. The teacher will connect this term with Manifest Destiny 
and begin the lecture. 

Class Activities and Procedures: 

10 minutes, Westward Expansion Notes/Lecture 
• The students will complete a scaffold-worksheet while the teacher briefly lectures for 8-

10 minutes regarding Manifest Destiny and Westward Expansion. The teacher will put 
the lecture outl ine on the smart board. The students will record their own notes based on 
the information the teacher presents. The teacher will stop after each section and will 
ask students what they recorded. If necessary the teacher will instruct the students to 
add details and information. The teacher will also circulate the room to ensure students 
are taking notes. 

1 0 minutes, Manifest Destiny Mapping Activity 
• The students will label a map of the U.S. with a list of locations and geographic IDs. The 

students will additionally use three different colored pencils and will identify the Oregon, 
Santa Fe, and Mormon trails. The students can use their textbook as a resource to find 
this information. 
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25-30 minutes, Thematic Essay Writing Workshop · 
• The teacher will review the essay question worksheet and will explain the theme and 

task. The teacher will also review the guidelines for the essay: 
o an introductory paragraph 
o several body paragraphs (a minimum of two body paragraphs) 
o a concluding paragraph 

• The teacher will review the "Writing Process" worksheet, which includes the following 
steps: 

1} Brainstorming 
2) Outline (Template) 
3) Draft 
4) Edit 
5) Peerrreacher Review 
6) Final Draft 

• In a previous lesson the students learned brainstorming techniques (mind maps) . 
• In this lesson, the teacher wilt review the essay template and the "Step-Up to Writing" 

essay writing techniques. 
• The teacher will explain the color-coded template and will instruct the students to record 

the meaning of each color on the template. 
• The teacher wil l also review a sample thesis statement. 
• The students will then have the opportunity to write an opening paragraph on their own, 

using the template. (Each page equals a paragraph) 
• The teacher will circulate the room to ensure that the students are correctly crafting a 

thesis statement as part of their introductory paragraph. The students wtll under line their 
thesis statement. 

• After the students have completed their introductory paragraph, the teacher will ask 
students to share their writing . 

• The teacher will then explain the proper elements of a body parag raph using a topic 
sentence (which connects to the main thesis) and several sentences of outside 
supporting details and information. The students will have the remaining time in class to 
write their body paragraphs. 

15 minutes, Independent Writing Time 
• The students will use this time to complete the remaining portions of the template. 
• The teacher will circulate the room and conference with students who need additional 

help and clarification. 

Concluding Activity and Closure (1 0 minutes): 
The students will identify what each color means/stands for in the "Step-Up to Writing" essay 
writing template. The students will record their answers directly on the worksheet and it will 
serve as their "ticket-out-the-door." (Students will hand-in the completed worksheet to the 
teacher as they leave class ) All the questions will relate to materia l that was presented in the 
lesson. 

Methods of Evaluation/Assessment: 
• Manifest Destiny Mapping Activity-will assess the students' abil ities to identify various 

locations and geographic features on a map of the United States. 
• Thematic Essay Writing Workshop-will evaluate the students' abilit ies to synthesize 

information/content from this and previous lessons and write a thematic essay . 
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Emergency Fillers/Alternative Plans: 
1. If the students complete the mapping activity early, the students can begin the 

brainstorming and pre-write/planning portion of the thematic essay wrrting workshop. 
2. If the students complete the draft and have consulted with the teacher and a peer, they 

can begin the final copy. 

Homework: The students will complete their essays for next class . The students wi ll hand in all 
of the steps so the teacher can evaluate them on the whole process as well. 

Self-Evaluation: 
• How wei! did the students respond to the opening activity? 
• How were the students' definit ions of destiny? Did they demonstrate any prior 

understanding of the concept of Manifest Destiny? 
• How well did the students complete the Manifest Destiny mapping activity? Did they 

need more time? What changes could be made to the activity for the future? 
• Did the students comprehend the thematic essay instructions and "Step-Up to Writing" 

techniques? 
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Lecture Notes: Lesson #3 Moving West Newell, CCDP 

Content Questions/Connections 
Moving West 
1. Amenca's Miss1on: 

a. 1840-Expansion Fever: thousands of 
Americans move west 

b. Americans began to believe that their 
movement westward and southwa rd was 

destined and ordained by God. 
c. Manifest Destiny-the belief that the U.S. 

had the god-glv~n right to expand into 
and possess the whole North Ameri can 
continent. "Sea to shinning Sea." 

2. The Lure of the West : 
a. Americans went west for : 

1. Land 
ii. New markets 

1ii. More living space 

iv. New harbors for trade with Asia 
v. New employment or f lee debt 

(economic opportunities) 
vi. Spread democracy and American 

way of life 

- ::.\ - :·. ~·\ 
·: ·-: . ' 3 . Settlers and Natives 

a . Westward movement impacted Native 
Americans 

i. Natives tires to protect their 
culture 

ii. Some Natives assimilated 
b. Black Hawk War: a four month rebellion 

led by natives against set tlers in Illinois. 
The settlers' militia killed 200 natives and 
forcibly moved other west . 

4 . Temtorial Disputes 

a. Great Britain and the U.S. clash over the 
Oregon Territory 

i. At first there is a joint 
occupation 

ii. Bri t ish interest in the areas 
decreases after the Beaver 
population was decimated. Both 
nat1ons peacefully agree to the 
U.S. and Canadian Border. 

Def1ne manifest destiny. 

What attracted settlers west? 

What impact did the movement 
west have on Nat ive Americans? 
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tJioVJng Wes 
• America's Mission: 

• The Lure of the West: 

•• ' •.' , ... 
·.:.·.·: .. '·' 

• 

• Settlers and Native Americans: 

• Territorial Disputes: 
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Manifest Destiny Mapping Activity: Label the following locations and 
geographical IDs on the USA Physical Map. (Use textbook page 263) 

• Mississippi River • San Francisco 

• Missouri River • Cherokee 

• Rocky Mountains • Creek 

• Sierra Nevada • Choctaw 

• Cascade Range • Pawnee 

• Great Plains • Cheyenne 

• St. Louis • Sioux 

• Santa Fe • Crow 

• Salt Lake City • Nez Perce 

• Sacramento • Navajo 

Now using three different colored pencils or markers draw the Oregon; Santa 
Fe and Mormon trails on your map. 
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Thematic Essay Question 

Directions: Write a well organized essay that includes an introduction, several paragraphs 
addressing the task below, and a conclusibn. 

Theme: Movement of People-Migration 

The movement of people into and with the United States has had a significant impact on the 
nation. These movements have been both voluntary and involuntary. 

Task: 

Westward migration had a major impact on the history of the United States. 
• Describe the historical circumstances that led to the migration. 
• Discuss the impact of the migration on the United States. 

Guidelines: 

In your es-say, be sure to: 
• Develop all aspects of the task 
• Support the theme with relevant facts, examples, and details 
• Use a logical and clear plan of organization, including an introduction and a 

conclusion that are beyond a restatement of the theme 

In developing your answer, be sure to keep these general definitions in mind: 

a) Describe means "to illustrate something in words or tell about it" 
b) Discuss means "to make observations about something using facts, reasoning, 

and argument; to present in some detail" 
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Background Information (Who, What, When, Where, Why) 

Thesis Statement (Central argument or theme for essay) -----

Explain (Look to task for necessary information) ______ _ 

Transition to first body paragraph ~-----------



. :. " Topic Sentence 

Explain (Outside Information) 

Explain (Outside Information)--- --------------

onclude (Summarize analysis and outside information) 



Conclusion (Summary of topic sentences "reworded") 
· .·~ 

7:: ·=.·~--------t---'-------------------------
,· ···; 

• • ••• t 

..:,;.:·.: ~.' --------+--------____.:_ ______ _,_ _______ _ 



Name: Date: CLOSING ACTIVITY ------------------ -------

1. What direction is everyone in this image moving? 

2. Describe the people and objects in the image? What is their significance, what do they 
represent? 

3. Who or what is being pushed ahead of the settlers? 

4. What does the woman in the center of the image represent? 
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Lesson Title: European Immigration (Lesson #4) 
Date of Lesson: TBA 
Grade: 1 ith Grade 
Subject: U.S. History and Government 
Allotted Time: 80 minutes 
Learning Standards: 

NYS Learning Standards: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 
NCSS Theme: I, II, Ill, IV, V, VI, VII, VII\ , IX, X 

Lesson Objectives: 
• Given a Family History Questionnaire, students will analyze their own family 's 

immigration history to make a personal connection to the information being presented in 
this lesson. 

• Given a political cartoon template, students create their own cartoons incorporating the 
elements introduced within this lesson and the students will synthesize their 
understanding of the new wave of immigration and their knowledge of political cartoons 
to create their own cartoon based on this time-period (historical context). 

• Given professional and student generated polit ical cartoons, students will analyze 
political cartoons and will identify the symbolism, the action/people, and the message of 
the cartoon. 

Materials!Equipment: 
• Scrap paper and writ ing utensils 
• A ll corresponding lesson worksheets 
• Class set of textbooks 
• Computer/Web Access 

Classroom Textbook References: 

American Anthem (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 2009), 488-494. 

Extended Anticipatory Set (10 minutes): Family History Questionnaire 
• The students will complete a brief questionnaire regarding their family's genealogy and 

ancestral history. The questions will attempt target when students' ancestors immigrated 
to the U.S., where they settled, and so on. 

• After the students have completed the questionnaire, the teacher will ask students to 
share their information. Additionally, if students were unable to answer the questions, the 
teacher will encourage students complete the questionnaire at home with their parents 
or relatives. 

Class Activities and Procedures: 

10 minutes, European Immigration Notes/Lecture 
• The students will complete a scaffold-worksheet while the teacher briefly lectures for 8-

10 minutes regarding European Immigration. The teacher will circulate the room to 
ensure the students are recording notes and staying on task. 

10 minutes, Instruction/Techniques to Analyze Political Cartoons 
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• The teacher will lead a brief demonstration on how to analyze a political cartoon. The 
teacher wi ll distribute a corresponding worksheet that the students will complete while 
the teacher models the proper techniques/methods on the smart board . 

25-30 minutes, Create Your Own Political Cartoon 
• The students will be responsible for creating their own political cartoons pertaining to 

European immigration to the U.S. As a class, the students will brainstorm ideas for 
cartoons before beginning the activity . 

• The students must keep the cartoons within the historical context and should include all 
of the elements mentioned in the political cartoon lecture and on the vocabulary sheet. 

• The teacher will circulate the room to ensure that all of the students are remaining on 
task. 

15 minutes, Cartoon Display & Analysis 
• After the students have completed their cartoons, they will display them around the 

room. 
• The students will circulate the room and examine their classmates' cartoons . The 

students will complete three separate S.P.A. M. sheets. 
• The students will submit their cartoons and S. P.A.M. sheets at the conclusion of the 

activity to be graded by the teacher (see rubric). 
• Throughout this activity, the teacher wil l circulate the room to ensure the students are 

remaining on task. 

Concluding Activity and Closure (10 minutes): Ticket-Out-The-Door 
The students will analyze a political cartoon. Students will record their answers directly on the 
worksheet and it will serve as their "ticket-out-the-door." (Students will hand-in the completed 
worksheet to the teacher as they leave class.) All the questions will relate to material that was 
presented in the lesson. 

Methods of Evaluation/Assessment: 
• Create Your Own Political Cartoon-will assess the students' understanding of the 

various elements of a political cartoon and will also evaluate their understanding of the 
new wave of immigration . 

• S.P.A.M. Worksheets-will evaluate the students' abilities to identify the elements of 
political cartoons (both professional and student generated). 

• Ticket-Out- The-Door-will assess the students' abil ities to analyze a political cartoon 
and answer corresponding questions. 

Emergency Fillers/Alternative Plans: 
1. If the students complete their political cartoons, they can review Regents exam multiple

choice questions flash cards. These cards are available on the back counter of the 
classroom. 

2 . Once the majority of students have completed their polit ical cartoons, the students will 
ci rculate the room and complete threeS. P.A M. worksheets . If students complete three 
S .P.A.M . sheets early , the teacher will offer extra credit for each additional completed 
sheet. 

Homework: 
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• Students Wi ll find a political cartoon from the local newspaper, or an online publication_ 
The students w ill print the cartoon and complete a S.P.A.M sheet. They will share their 
cartoons and analysis during an opening activity during the next lesson. 

Self-Evaluation: 
• How will did the students respond to the opening activity? Did many students share their 

responses? Did this activity require more t1me? 
• Were the students able to create their own political cartoons, incorporating the p roper 

elements and historical information? 
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Name: ________________________________ ___ Date: --------
U.S. History-Immigration 

Family History Questionnaire 

1. What is your full name? (Any significance-named after relative, etc) 

2. When and where yvere you born? 

3. How did your family come to live there? 

4. What are/were the names of your mothers parents? 

5. When and where were they born? Where did they live? 

6. What are/were the names of your father's parents? 

7. When and where were they born? Where did they live? 

8. Did your great-grandparents, grandparents, or parents come to the U.S . from 
a foreign country, if so, from where? 

9. Where did they first arrive in the U.S.? 
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Lecture Notes: Lesson #4 European Immigration Newell, CCDP 

Content PowerPoint Slide Questions/Connections 
Review of U.S. Immigration Slid'e #1 

• Colonial Immigration (From English Settlement 

-Dec. of Independence) 
0 English (Majority), Scotch-Irish, 

German. Dutch, Africans (Slaves) 
0 Seeking political/religious freedom. 
0 Settled along the Atlantic coast from 

Maine to Georgia 
• Old Immigration (Est. of US - 1850) 

0 Northern and Western Europe
Ireland & Germany 

0 Irish Potato Famine and German 
Revo lution drove millions to USA 

0 Settled in northern cities-faced 
religious hosility 

New Immigration ( 1850-192.4) 

• Shift in sources of immtgration to Southern 
and Eastern Europe: 

x Italy 
x Poland 
)( Russia 

x Asia-Japanese and Chinese 
• Hope of greater economic opportunity 

inspired miltions to come to America 
• Ellis Island 

Ellis Island Website 

New Immigration Cont'd Challenges 

Slide #2 

SlideiB 

• Ghettos-most Immigrants settled in Slide #4 
concentrated urban areas dominated by a 
single ethnic group. 

• Nativism-a belief that native-born Americans 
were superior to Immigrants. 

0 Believed that immigrant language, 
religion, and traditions would 
negatively impact America . 

0 Believed that immigrants competing 
for jobs kept wages low. 

0 Feared immigrants would take jobs 
from native-born Americans. 

Reaction Against Immigration 
• Know-Nothing Porty- lim1t the voting 

strength of immigrants 
• Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882- a law that 

limited the number of Chinese immigrants 
allowed in US. 

• "Gentleman's Agreement"- 1907 an informal 
agreement in which Japan halted the 

Slide tiS 

What countries were the 

" new" immigrants from? 

Show students website
demonstrate search funct1on 

Why would ethnic groups 

concentrate in specific 
neighborhoods? 

What region of the country 
had the highest concentration 
of Asian immigrants? 
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Lecture Notes: Lesson #4 European Immigration 

• 
emigration of its people to the U.S. 
Emergency Quota Act of 1921 & 1924-
limited the number of immigrants allowed 
Into the U.S. 

Newell, CCOP 
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Immigration and Urbanization 
r------------4()~----------~ 

A OliNDA 
o. YAMl).Y HISTORy QIJBST10N"A]l\H 
11:. V,S. I~MJGRATlON NOTHS/LBCTLJJlR 
I · POLlTlCAJ.. CARTOON ANALYSIS 

WOR.l<SHOP 

'· AnalyriJ; techniques 

'· Make Your Own 
, . Analyxe Others 

,., DOC·A·D..-.Y J\,CTrVTTV 

New Immigration (1850-1924) 
-----------{~~-·----------1 
• Shift in sources of immigralion to Southern and 

Eastern Europe: 
•ll>ly 

• Poland 
• Russla 
.. Asil-Japanese and Chinese 

• Hope of greater economic opportunity inspired 
millions to come to America 

New Immigration Cont'd 
~-------------~t(1r-------------~ 

Challenges 
• Ghettos-mos t immigrants settled in concentrated urbao 

areas dommatecl by a single ethnic group. 
o lnunig,.nts wught out people who <h•red lhcir cultural valuc>, 

pr:1eticod lhcor relig;~on, ~nd !p~h lherr native langu;oge. 

• Nativism-a belief that native-born Americans were 
superior to immigrantS. 
o Be.l1cved lhM irnmig:nnt lt.ngu3ge, r-eligi on~ e.nd lri1od1tions would 

neg> rively imJl"C! Amene>. 
c Belkved thal l."'nmigranl5 campettn& foT JOb5 kept w~.scs low. 
o Feare<l imrnl~ots would t.ak< Jobs ftorn nuive-l:om Asne:'icans. 

11/15/2010 

Review of U.S-Immigration 
~--------~(~~----------1 

• Coloniallmmlgration (FJ"Om En·~l-.!hSC'!tlerT\cl'll -o~ u1 t"dere:••J('ncel 

o English (Majority), Seotch-Irish, German, l>u1ch, AfriC!ns 
(Slaves) 

o Seekmg political/religious IYeedom 

o Settled along th~ AUantic coast irom M~ine to Georgia 

• Old Immigration (W. o[US - •B>O) 

o North em and Western Europe-Ireland & Germany 

o Jnsh Potnto Famine and German Revolution drove •n•lhons 10 
USA 

o Senled in northern coties-fncw rellgious hosility 

Ellis Island 
~------------~()~------------~ 

Reaction Against Immigration 
r-------------~()r-------------

0 Know-Nothing Party- limit the vot ing strength of 
immigrants 
o lhlivo-b~rn American• were suspicious o(fore~gn.rs (nalivism). 

Chinese Exclusion Ace of 1882- a law that limned the 
number of Chinese immigrants allowed in US. 
o Chio"c imml~nMs would wor~ for lowor wages,longer hoUTI>. 

• "Gentlemcm'sAgreernent"-1907 ao infonnalagreement 
in wbich Japan halted tb£ emigration of its people to the 
u.s. 
£mergencyQuotaActo[1921 & J92~ limited the 
number of immigrantS allowed into the U.S. 
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S·SYI>IBO\. 
P·PSDPLS 
A·ACTION 

M·"'li8SMIE 

11/15/2010 

Political Cartoops 
1--------------~·<Jr-------------~ 

• Political c.:moonsare hia•~~cause they represent the 
cartoonist's point of Vie'a~;n editorial. 
Cartoons' meanings are conveyed by both visual and 
verbal clues. 

• Thin~ to identify in cartoons (record definition on 
vo<.:allularysheet)' 
0 Caption-title or the cartoon or llllllltntion 
0 Caricnture-an uaggenuon of ptrsonal cha.-.ctenstics I 
o Proportional Siu of ObjecU. ""d People-compare siu: 

(toiTectJ•x.aggeraled ?) 
o Personification-,\\lribuhng l11.11nan o-a.its to mimals or objects. I 
o Symbolism-something thltt stands for or repre.swts somellun& else 
o Mtion-what is being done by the charocoer.; in \he cartoon i 
o Message-what is the ld ~.a or opinio., the artist t:t 3tll:.mpong to 

convey to the reader. 

Let's Try O~e Together 
--l---: 

............ 
ot.£~ ... t .. 
lr..v,...roo::or 
1 ... r-u-,~u 

'--~~ I 
I 
I 
I 

--·O•n.lo.yA 
n-.r ...... , .. 
... ll.jri., ..... -•0...11.., . 
..~. 

·~'-"nt • 
..,...~,jj .... ,... 
__ ...., 
~ ..... ,.,.. 

Create Your Own Cartoon 
r-------------~~CJ~------------~ 

• Each cartoon must pertain to the new wave of 
immigration arriving in the U.S. 

• Some context to consider: 
o Why did they cocne? 

o Where did immigrants entered th• countJY? 

o How were they reoeived by ;>eople already lWiog in lht U.S.A ? 
o Where did they settle Rnd live? 

o What type of cmp!oymcllt d•d they lind? 

• Remember lo include aU of the elements mention on 
the political cartoon vocabulary sheet. 
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Name: --------------------------------
Review of U.S. Immigration 

1. Colonial Immigration (From English Sett!ement-D~c. of Independence) 

a. 

b. 

c. 

2. Old Immigration (Est. of \JS-1850) 
a. 

b. 

c. 

New Immigration 

3. Shift in sources of immigration: 
a. 

b. 
c. 
d. 

Hope of greater economic opportunity inspired millions to come to America. 

4. Challenges: 
a. Ghettos-

b. Nativism-

i. 

ii . 

iii. 

5. Know-Nothing Party---

Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882 -

"Gentleman's Agreement" -

Emergency Quota Act of 1921 & 1924-
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Let's Try One Together 
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Lesson Title: First Great Migration of African Americans} Rural to Urban Migration 
(lesson #5) 
Date of Lesson: TBA 
Grade: 11th Grade 
Subject: U.S. History and Government 
Allotted Time: 80 minutes 
NYS Learning Standards: 1, 3, 4, 5 

NCSS Theme: I, II, Ill, IV, V, VI, X 

Lesson Objectives; 
• Given paintings depicting the Great Migration, students will analyze/interpret those 

images during a Museum/Gallery Walk. 
• Given storyboard templates, students wil! visually explain the journey of African 

Americans and poor whites from the rural south to the urban north. 
• Given a blank map of the United States, students will identify the direction/routes African 

Americans took north. 

Materials/Equipment: 
• Scrap paper and writing utensils 
• All corresponding lesson worksheets 
• Class set of textbooks 
• Computer/Web Access 

Classroom Textbook References: 
• American Anthem (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 2009), 654-655. 

Anticipatory Set (5 minutes): Notebook Response 
In their notebooks, students will write a response to the following statemenUquestion: "If you had 
the choice between living in an apartment in a large urban area or living in a house in a rural, 
which would you choose and why? What opportunities are there in each area?" The students 
will have approx. three to five minutes to write a response. After that, the teacher will lead a brief 
discussion and will make a connection to rural to urban migration at the turn of the twentieth 
century. 

Class Activities and Procedures: 

10 minutes, Lecture/Notes 
• The students will complete a scaffold-worksheet while the teacher briefly lectures for 8-

1 0 minutes pertaining to the First Great Migration/ Rural to Urban Migration. The teacher 
will cover the forces that pushed African Americans from the South, and the factors that 
pulled them to northern cities. The teacher will circulate the room to ensure the students 
are recording notes. 

25-30 minutes, Museum/Gallery Walk 
• The students will circulate around the room looking at various paintings by African 

American artist named Jacob Lawrence. He painted a series of sixty paintings called 
The Migration of the Negro, depicting African Americans' journey from the South to the 
North. 

• While the students are circulating around the room they will record responses to 
questions on a corresponding worksheet. The teacher will also circulate the room to 
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ensure the students are remaining on task and completing the assigned questions/tasks 
for each image. 

• After each student has completed the entire rotation, the teacher will review each image 
and ask students to share their responses to the questions/task. 

25-30 minutes, Storyboard Activity 
• The teacher will lead a brief lecture on how to create a storyboard. (See directions 

sheet). 
• In prearranged pairs (posted on the whiteboard), the students Wlll create their own 

storyboard depicting why people left the South for the North. 
• Time permitting-the students will share their storyboards with the rest of the class. 

Concluding Activity and Closure (10 minutes): Ticket-Out-The-Door 
The students will answer three to four U.S. Regents multiple-choice questions pertaining rural to 
urban migration. The students will record their answers directly on the worksheet and it will 
serve as their "ticket-out-the-door." (Students will hand-in the completed worksheet to the 
teacher as they leave class.) All the questions will relate to material that was presented in the 
lesson. 

Methods of Evaluation/Assessment: 
• Museum/Gallery Walk-will assess the students' abilities to analyze paintings/art 

through a historical !ens. 
• Storyboard Activity-will evaluate the students' abirlties to retell the journey of African 

Americans and rural whites migrating from the rural South to urban North through 
drawings and captions. 

• Ticket-Out- The-Door-will evaluate the students' comprehension of rural to urban 
migration. 

Emergency Fillers/Alternate Plans: 
1. !f the students complete the museum/gallery walk early, the students can begin the 

mig ration mapping activity. 
2. If the students complete the migration mapping activity early , the students can begin 

their storyboard draft. 

Homework: 
• Depending on time, the students will finish the final draft of their storyboards and Will be 

prepared to share their final product with the rest of the class. 

Self-Evaluation: 
• How wei! did the students respond to the opening activity? 
• How well did the students analyze and interpret the paintings? Did they need more time? 

What changes would I make to this activity for the future? 
• How did the student's storyboards turn out? Did they put forth a good effort? Are they 

historical accurate and visually appealing? 
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Lecture Notes: Lesson #5 The First Great Migration Newell, CCDP 

Content PowerPoint Slide Questions/Connections 
The First Great Migrat ion 
African American Migration, 1910-1930 

Life in the South 

• Life in the South was very difficult Slide Ill 
o Many had little choice but to work as 

sharecroppers or in other low paying 
jobs. 

o Segregation laws kept African 
Americans separate and In low
quality/inferior neighborhoods and 
facilities. 

o Racial violence was a constant 
threat-lynching. 

Opportunities in the North 

• African Americans looked to the North with 
hope to find : 

o More equality and freedoms 
o Jobs and economic opportunities 

Employment Opportunities 

• WWI increased demand for war equipment 
and supplies and northern factories needed 
more workers/laborers. 

o Thousands of African Americans 
st reamed into northern cities . 

Chicago 
• Detroit 
• New York-Harlem 

• Southern African Americans learned about 
employment opportunities through family 
members who already moved Nor th (kinship 
networks). And through advertisements in 
newspapers (Chicago Defender). 

African Americans Post WWI 

• Although African Americans found work in 
northern cities, they did not escape the 
effects of racism. 

o Shortage of jobs increased tension 
between Afncan Americans and 
white G.l.s post WWL 

o Racia I violence/riots- racially 
motivated riots occurred in dozens of 
cities in 1919. 

• Chicago 1919-38 dead, 300 
injured in a riot at a public 
beach. 

Slide #2 

Slide #3 

Slide /14 

Describe life for African American 
in the South at the turn of the 
nineteenth century? 

How did t hese factors push Afncan 
Amencans to leave the South? 

What opportunities in northern 
cities spurred African American 
migration from the South? 

Why did tension increase, when 
G l.s returned horne from WWI? 
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American Migration, 
1910-1930 

8/16/2010 
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The Great Migration 
African American Migration, 1910-1930 

Life in the South 

• Life in the South was very difficult 

0 

0 

0 

Opportunities in the North 

• African Americans looked to the North with hope to find: 

0 

0 

Employment Opportunities 

• WWI increased demand for war equipment and supplies and northern factories needed 
more workers/laborers. 

o Thousands of African Americans streamed into northern cities . 

• 

• 

• 

African Americans Post WWI 

• AJthough African Americans found work in Northem Cities , they did not escape the 
effects of racism. 

0 

0 

• Chicago 1919-38 dead, 300 injured in a riot at a public beach . 
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Date: Name: ____________________________ __ -------

Directions: 
• Walk from station to station and complete the task and questions for each image. 
• All worksheets will be collected at the conclusion of this activity. 

Image #1 
1. Describe what the little boy is doing ln the image. Pay close attention to his facial 

expression. 

2. What does this reveal about the conditions in which African Americans lived in the 
South? 

Image #2 
3. What does this image reveal about how rural whites and African Americans coexisted? 

Image #3 
4. Describe what you see in this image: 

5. How does this image connect to the African American migration to northern cities? 

Image #4 
6. What do you notice about the number of people in this image? What does that reveal 

about the migration North? 

7. What did the destinations portrayed in this painting offer to African Americans? 

Image #5 
8. What do the birds flying overhead symbolize in this painting? 
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Name: ____ ~------------------------ Date: ____ _ 

Image ffl3 -
9. Describe what you see in this image. And, how does this image connect to the African 

American migration to northern cities? 

Image #7 
10. Where did most African Americans live once they arrived to northern cities? Describe the 

condition of their livi,ng environment 

Image #8 
11 . How were African Americans treated in northern cities? 

Image #9 
12. Describe what is happing in image number nine. Why is this, a victory for southern 

African Americans now living in northern cities? 

Image #10 
13. Why are there buildings on f1re in painting #1 0? What might they represent? 

Concluding Questions: 
What is the purpose of this artwork? Who is the intended audience? Does it have an overall 
message? 

How does this artwork reveal and display the hardship African Americans faced during this time 
in U.S. history? 
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Storyboard Directions 

Step One: 
Create the dialogue or script for your story. 

v" Describe the reasons why African Americans left the South 
../ Describe the migrants joumey North (route, destination, method of 

transportation) 
v" Describe their settlement in northern cities 
../ Describe the reaction of northem whites 

Step Two: 
Break the script into parts and write the words in the appropriate textbox on 
the worksheet. Remember the words will explain what is seen in the visual. 

Step Three: 
Create the visual images for each portion of the dialogue. What will be shown 
in each scene? Sketch in your visuals in advance. 

Step Four: 
Complete the final copy Storyboard. This must be completed neatly, with black 
pen or colored markers, and with dialogue printed or typed. 

Step Five: 
Attach all your draft materials to the fmal copy of your Storyboard. 
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Nrume: --------------------------------------

1) 

PopUlation Of me Ooil.r:d States, 
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SOURCE: Unhed Slates Bureau ot tl1e Census (adapted) 

Which statement about population distnbution in the United States between 1860 and 1920 )s best supported by 
the graph? 

A) Immigration played a limited role :in mban growth 
B) Many Americans migrated from urban to rural areas. 
C) The population of cities grew at a fuster rate than that of rural areas. 

____ D) Rural population dec.lined after 191 0. 
/: : :.·,.., 

·<:::::'~(-;Questions 2 and 3 refur to the following: 

America Becomes Urbanized 
?Or-~~~~~~~~~~~~._, 

- Urban 
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SOURCE: U.S. Census (adapted) 
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2) According to the graph, which was the first year in which rrore Americans lived in urban areas than io. n..zral 
areas? 

A) 1920 B) 1930 C) 1860 D) 1890 

3) What was a major cause of the trend shown in the graph? 

A) end ofrestrictions on frrrrnigration C) completion ofthe intersmte highway system 

B) availability of cheap furmland D) increased industrialization 
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Answer Key 

1) c 2) A 3) D 

. ,.· <- ·· .: .. :. 
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Lesson Title: Dust Bowl Migration Lesson #6 
Date of Lesson: TBA 
Grade: 11th Grade 
Subject: U.S. History and Government 
Allotted Time: 80 minutes 
Learning Standards: 

NYS Learning Standards: 1, 3, 4, 5 
NCSS Theme: I, II, Ill, IV, V, VI, X 

Lesson Objectives: 
• Given a webquest vyorksheet, students will navigate a website pertaining to the Dust 

Bowl to complete various tasks and activit_ies . 
• Given web-based documents and resources, students will read and analyze information 

and pull-out the required/necessary information and will record their analysis on the 
Webquest worksheet. 

• Given a blank map of the United States, the students will identify the location and 
severity of the Dust Bowl and will identify the migration to California and other western 
states. 

Materials/Equipment: 
• Scrap paper and writing utensils 
• All corresponding lesson worksheets 
• Class set of textbooks 
• Computer/Web Access 

Classroom Textbook References: 
• American Anthem (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 2009), 684-685. 

Anticipatory Set (5 minutes): Notebook Response 
In their notebooks, the students will examine an image posted on the overhead/smartboard. The 
image wiH be a picture of a farm that has been covered with dust. The students will analyze the 
picture and will answer questions on a corresponding "image/picture analysis" worksheet. 

Class Activities and Procedures: 

5-10 minutes, Webquest Jntro 
• Prior to leaving the classroom, the teacher will walk the students through the PBS 

website and model the proper way to navigate the site to find the information necessary 
to complete the Webquest. The teacher wi!! also review the webquest worksheet, so the 
students are familiar with the questions and are aware of what they are looking for. 

25~30 minutes, Dust Bowl Webquest 
• ln the computer lab, the student will complete a Webquest pertaining to the Dust Bowl. 

The students must complete tasks one through four in the lab during the allotted time. - -
The Webquest will ask the students to read secondary information, analyze primary 
documents, and comprehend the mass exodus from the Plains due to the drought and 
dust. 

• The teacher will circulate the lab to ensure the students are remaining on task. This is an 
independent activity and the students should be working quietly. 

• If any students have trouble navigating the website, the teacher will assist. 
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15 minutes, Documentary 
• Part five of the Webquest packet will be watching an excerpt of the PBS Documentary: 

Surviving the Dust Bowl. The class will watch this when they have returned to the 
classroom. 

• The teacher will review a reflection question prior to starting the documentary excerpt. 
• The students will answer a reflection question after viewing the documentary. The 

students will also be given a few minutes to conclude their writing after the excerpt has 
concluded. 

• Following the clip, the students will discuss their overall impression of the Dust Bowl and 
will share their responses to the documentary clip. 

10 minutes, Dust Bowl Map Activity 
• The students will complete a map activity, in which they identify the location of the Dust 

Bowl and drought and identify the states affected. They will also note where the migrants 
moved to when they left the Plains and moved further west. 

Concluding Activity and Closu,-e (10 minutes): Ticket-Out-The-Door 
The students will analyze a map and answer three corresponding questions and will also 
answer three U.S. History Regents exam questions prior to the conclusion of class. The 
students will record their answers directly on the worksheet and it will serve as their "ticket-out
the-door." (Students will hand-in the completed worksheet to the teacher as they leave class.) 
All the questions will relate to material that was presented in the lesson. 

Methods of Evaluation/Assessment: 
• Dust Bowl Webquest-will assess the students' primary and secondary document 

analysis skills and will additionally evaluate their ability to navigate a website in search of 
historical information. 

• Oust Bowl Map Activity-will assess the students' abilities to identify various locations 
and geographic features on a map of the United States. 

• Ticket-Out-The-Door-will evaluate the students' abilities to analyze a map and answer 
corresponding questions, as well as the students' abilities to answer Regents questions. 

Emergency Fillers/Alternative Plans: 
1. If the students complete the Dust Bowl webquest early, they can begin Dust Bowl map 

activity. 

Homework: 
• Students will read the next section of the class text and answer the assigned questions. 

o Read ch. 21, sec. 3, pages 687-691, and complete all parts of questions 1-3 for 
next class. 

Self-Evaluation: 
• How well did the students analyze the picture during the opening activity? 
• Were the students able to navigate the website during the Webquest activity? Did they 

need more time? 
• What was the students' reaction to the documentary? What was their response to the 

follow-up question? 
• Did the students successfully complete the Dust Bowl Map activity? 
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Step 1: 

Photo Analysis Worksheet 
(Adapted from Teaching with Historic Places Photo Analysis Worksheet, 

Maryland H1storical Society's "How to Interpret a Picture" 
and the National Alch.ives "Photo Analysis Worksheet") 

Examine the photograph for 10 seconds. How would you describe the photograph? What clues 
can you fmd about the location and date of the picture? 

Step 2: 
Divide the photograph into four sections and study each section individually. What details--such 
as people, objects, and activities--do you notice? 

Objects: Objects: 

Activities: Activities : 

People: People·. 

Objects: Objects: 

Activities: Activities: 

People: People: 
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Step 3: 
What other information--such as time period, location, season, reason photo was taken--can you 
gather from the photo? 
Step 4: 
How would you change your first description of the photo using the information noted in Steps 2 
and 3? 

Step 5: 
Based on what you have observed list three things you might infer from this photograph. 

!. ____________________________________________________________ __ 

2. ____________________________________________________________ __ 

3. ____________________________________________________________ ___ 

Step 6: 
What questions do you have about the photograph? 

How rillght you find answers to these questions? 

Where could you find answers to them? 
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Name: ____________________________ __ Dust Bowl Migration Webquest 

PBS: AMERICAN EXPERIENCE- "Surviving theDust Bowl" 

Directions: 
1. Go to: http://www. pbs.orglwgbh/americanexperience/films/dustbowV 

2. Click on the picture that says "Surviving the Dust Bowl" 

Part I 

3. On the site-menu 011 the left-hand side of the webpage select- "Timeline: Surviving the 
Dust Bowl, 1931-1939" and complete the questions below: 

a) Where and when does the Dust Bowl begin? AND define the tenm "black 
blizzards." 

b) In May 1934, what was the condition of the drought in the U.S.? 

c) When was Black Sunday? 

d) Where did people migrate to when fleeing from Dust Bowl and barren plains? 
-Provide one event from the timeline that supports your answer. 

e) What New Deal programs were created to directly aid Dust Bowl victims? 
-List at least five programs (legislation) that were established and for each: 

*identify when the program was initiated 
*explain how it helped the unemployed or repaired the land 
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Name: ------------------------------ Dust Bowl Migration Webquest 

Part II 

4. On the site-menu on the left-hand side of the webpage select- "Photo Gallery: 

Part Ill 

An Eyewitness Account" and complete the questions below: 

f) After viewing the images what impact did the Dust Bowl have on people living 
in the Great Plains? 

5. On the site-menu on the left-hand side of the webpage select any of the " Interviews," 
and complete the profile below: 

g) Name of Interviewee: --------------------------------

Explain in detail how the Dust Bowl affected their lives, particularly related to: 
• Health 
• Employment 
• Farming Conditions-crops and livestock 
• Housing 
• Did they stay or migrate 
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Name: ____________________________ __ Dust Bowl Migration Webquest 

Part IV 

6. On the site~menu on the left~hand side of the webpage select: "General Article: 

Part V 

Mass Exodus from the Plains," and answer the questions below: 

h) By 1940, how many people had fled the Plain states, and where did the 
majority of them move? 

i) How were the migrants received in California, explain in detail? 

j} What were Oakievilles? 

:(:~E>. Documentary Clip 
f o . " • • , .. I 

' I .- •.,: , , 

·. : 

*Watch the following excerpt from the "Surviving the Dust Bowl" documentary and answer the 
following question below: 

"/ felt I was becoming a slave to the land. But I held on to the thought that this land had 
to be stopped from blowing. Often I was so full of dust that I drove blind, unable to see 
even the radiator cap on my tractor or hear the roar of the engines. But I kept driving on 
and on, by guess and instinct. I was making my last stand in the Dust Bowl." 

If you had been part of one of these farm fami lies during the '30s, do you think you wou ld have 
wanted to stay on your farm or leave? Why or why not? What would you lose by leaving? What 
would you gain? 
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Name: __________________________________ __ Date: ______ _ 

Dust Bowl Map Activity 

A series of dry years and poor land use in the Great Plains led to devastating drought and 
terrible dust storms in the area that came to be called the "Dust Bowl." Many fann families lost 
their land because the drought led unproductive fields and then a inability to pay back high 
debts. Your map shows the extent of the Dust Bowl and other drought-stricken areas. 

Task #1: Color the Dust Bowl and other drought area using two different colored pencils. Create 
a legend on your map. (Suggestion: use colors that bring to mind "heat" and "dryness") 

Task#2: Label the states that were in the Dust Bowl. 

Task #3: Label the other states that were hit by drought. 

Task #4: Many families who lost their farms in the Dust Bowl and elsewhere in the Great Plains 
went to California to seek work in the rich agricultural lands there. Draw an arrow to show this 
migration. Label the states through which the migrants would travel. 

Dust Bowl Map Activity 

A series of dry years and poor land use in the Great Plains led to devastating drought and 
terrible dust storms in the area that came to be called the "Dust Bowi.M Many farm families lost 
their land because the drought led unproductive fields and then a inability to pay back high 
debts. Your map shows the extent of the Dust Bowl and other drought-stricken areas. 

Task #1: Color the Dust Bowl and other drought area using two different colored pencils. Create 
a legend on your map. (Suggestion: use colors that bring to mind "heat" and "dryness") 

Task#2: Label the states that were in the Dust Bowl. 

Task #3: Label the other states that were hit by drought. 

Task #4: Many families who lost their farms in the Dust Bowl and elsewhere in the Great Plains 
went to California to seek work in the rich agricultural lands there. Draw an arrow to show this 
migration. Label the states through which the migrants would travel. 
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CLOSING ACTIVITY Name: Date: ----------------- -------

',' J 

of the Ouno· . II-~~ f . d 
, l"'\..,....:u o wm -

1. What states were affected by the heart of the Dust Bowl? 

2. List states that people migrated to when fleeing from the Dust Bowl: 

3. What impact did the severe dust storms have on the affected areas? 
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Name: 
------------------------~---------------

. · :·:l) Since the 1970s, many people have troved from the Midwest and Northeast to the Soul:b, Southwest, and West 
Coast. This migration has resulted in 

2) 

A) a decrease in immigration from Asia and Latin America 
B) some states gaiDing and others losing seats in the House ofRepresentatives 

C) support for increasing the :rrembership of Congress 
D) increased pressure to eliminate the electoral college 

~ Other areas severely 
liiW!l affected by o'ust sto rrns 
P71 Areas ol ~ Major migration routes Me:s:ica 
~ wind·blown clttst L.:::=l of dispossessed fanners 

SOURCE: Robert A Divine et al .. America, Past and 
Presenl, HarperCollins, 1995 (adapted) 

Which region of the United States suffered most directly from the Dust Bowl? 

A) Rocky Mountains C) Pacific Northwest 
B) Southwest D) Great Plains 

3) One way in wruch the Gold Rush in 1849 and the Dust Bowl of the 193 Os are similar is that both resulted in 

A) the reimval ofN ative A..rrerican Indlan.s to reservations 
B) an increase in westward migration 
C) a war with other countries 
D) the sale of cheap federal land 
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Answer Key 

1) B 2) D 3) B 

.. (~~r;!~~~ .. , .. . , 
,. .: ' 
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Lesson Title: The Second Great Migration of African Americans Lesson Plan #7 
Date of Lesson: TBA 
Grade: 11 1

h Grade 
Subject: U.S. History and Government 
Allotted Time: 80 minutes 
Learning Standards: 

NYS Learning Standards: 1, 3, 4, 5 
NCSS Theme: I, II, Ill, IV, V, VI, X 

Lesson Objectives: 
• Given a Webquest, students will navigate a website to complete tasks and activities 

pertaining to the Second Great Migration. 
• Given census data worksheet activity, students will analyze census information 

pertaining to the movement of African Americans from the South to northern cities. 

Materials/Equipment: 
• Scrap paper and writing utensils 
• All corresponding lesson worksheets 
• Class set of textbooks 
• Computer/Web Access 

Classroom Textbook References: 

America's History (Boston: Bedford/St. Martin, 2008), 850 . 

. ~:·;~;;;~ :;_ 

·;:·r.> ·:· Anticipatory Set (5 minutes): Notebook Response 
In their notebook, the students will respond to the following questions, "Have you moved 
before? Why did you move (describe your experience)? If you have not moved, what 
challenges/obstacles do you think would be involved? The students will be given three to five 
minutes to write a response. After that, the teacher will lead a brief discussion during which 
students will share their responses. 

Class Activities and Procedures: 

20 minutes, Second Great Migration Overview/Narrative Mini Webquest 
• 5 m1nutes, Webquest lntro 

o Prior to leaving the classroom, the teacher will walk the students through the website 
and model the proper way to navigate the site to find the information necessary to 
complete the Webquest. The teacher will also review the webquest worksheet, so 
the students are familiar with the questions and are aware of what they are looking 
for. 

• 15 minutes, Library Time 
o In the computer lab, the students will access the Second Great Migration website 

and Will read the overview and complete a worksheet based on the reading. 
o The teacher will circulate the room to ensure the students remain on task and are 

able locate the site. 
• 5 minutes, Mini Webquest Cont'd 

o The students will v iew the image gallery/database on the website. The students must 
select an image that depicts the Second Great Migration. The students will print off 
the picture and will keep it for the next activity. 
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30 minutes, "A Picture Say a Thousand Words" Activity 
• Based on the picture the students will create a "back story" about the image. The 

students will write a story {2-3 paragraphs) depicting the scene/image and "creating" 
a historically accurate story to correspond with the picture. The story should include 
historical contenVinformation pertaining to the migration of African Americans to 
northern cities. 

• The teacher will review the "Writing Process" worksheet. which includes the following 
steps: 

1) Brainstorming 
2) Outline (Template) 
3) Draft 
4) Edit 
5) Peer/Teacher Review 
6) Final Draft 

• After completing their final draft, the students wiH share ·their story with the class. The 
students will come to the front of the room, display his or her picture, and will read their 
story. 

Concluding Activity and Closure (1 0 minutes): Ticket-Out-The-Door 
The students will analyze a photo and will complete a photo analysis worksheet. The students 
will record their answers directly on the worksheet and it will serve as their "ticket-out-the-door." 
(Students will hand-in the completed worksheet to the teacher as they leave class.) All the 
questions will relate to material that was presented in the lesson. 

~.ft~: Methods of Evaluation/Assessment: 
• Second Great Migration Overview/Narrative Mini Webquest-will assess the 

students' primary and secondary document analysis skills and will additionally 
evaluate their ability to navigate a website in search of historical information. 

• "A Picture Say a Thousand Words" Activity-will evaluate the students' creative 
wnting aptitude, are they able to put themselves mto the shoes of a historical 
figure/person? 

• Ticket-Out-The-Door-will assess the students' abilities to analyze a photograph and 
answer corresponding questions. 

Emergency Fillers/Alternative Plans: 
1. If the students complete the webquest early, they can begin the "A Picture Say a 

Thousand Words" Activity draft. 

Homework: 
• Depending on time, the students will complete the final draft of their ustory" and will be 

prepared to share their final draft in an opening activity during the next lesson. 

Self -Eva I uation: 
• Were the students able to complete the Webquest in the allotted time? Did they write in 

complete sentences? 
• Did students accurately complete the Webquest? 
• Were they able to analyze the census data? 
• How were their "back-stories" for the picture activity? Were they historically accurate? 
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Name: ________________________________ __ Second Great Migration Webquest 

Directions: 
Step #1: Got to http://www.inmotionaame.orcilhome.cfm, under Browse Migrations select 

"The Second Great Migration" 

Step #2: Under the Read About heading, read through the various sections to answer the 
questions below: 

1. What dates, from beginning to end, frame this migration? Where is the point (or where 
are the points) of origin of the people? 

2. What was their existing circumstance in that location? How did cond itions differ from the 
city to country plantations and estates? 

3. Why did they leave? Why did some choose not to leave? 

4. About how many left? 

5. Where did they go? 

6. What economic hardships did they endure in their new destinations? 

7. How did they choose their destination(s)? Were the destinations chosen before they 
embarked upon their journeys, or were they arbitrary in nature? 

8. What event or circumstance ended this migration? 

9. What is the legacy today of this migration in both the points of origin and destination? 

10. How does this migration fit in with the other migrations (can only be done if studying a 
group of migrations)? Are there any connections between migrations? 
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Name: --------------------------------- Second Great Migration Webquest 

Step #3: Under Browse Migration Resources go to "Images". While there, select a picture 
that depicts a scene from the second Great Migration period and print it out 
(black/white only). Keep this picture, we will use it in a later activity. 
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CLOSING ACTIVITY Name: _______ Date: __ _ 

1. Complete the attached photo analysis worksheet. 
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p h oto AnalySIS or s ee w k h t 
[step 1. Observation 

:1 A. 
Study the photograph for 2 minutes. Fonn an overall impression of the photograph and then examine rnd ividual items. Next, 
d1v!de the photo Into quadrants and study each section to see_ what new details become visible. 

B. r= ctwt bel""-'.oJiill>eQJ>[e objects, and activities In the photograoh. 

~ Objects 8ctivi!;les 

I 
i 

l 
i 
I 

I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

! 
·-: :~ · .:. ~ 

.i 
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·' ' 

! 

i 

I 
Step 2. Inference 

! Based on what you have observed above, list three things you might inter from this photograph. 

I 
I 

. . 

Step 3. Questions 

I A. What questions does this photograph raise In your mind? 

I 

I 
8. Where could you find answers to them? 
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Lesson Title: Suburbanization (Lesson Plan #8) 
-.. ,, Date of Lesson: TBA 

Grade: 11 111 Grade 
Subject: U.S. History and Government 
Allotted Time: 80 minutes 
Learning Standards: 

NYS Learning Standards: 1, 3, 4, 5 
NCSS Theme: I, 1!, Ill, IV, V, VI, X 

Lesson Objectives: 
• Given a Webquest, students will navigate a website to complete tasks and activities 

pertaining to Suburbanization. 
• Given web-based documents and resources, students will read and analyze information 

and pull-out the required/necessary information and will record their analysis on the 
Webquest worksheet. 

• Given a movie analysis worksheet, students will be able to watch and analyze the 
historical and creative elements of the film and be able to answer corresponding 
questions. 

Materials/Equipment: 
• Scrap paper and writing utensils 
• All corresponding lesson worksheets 
• Class set of textbooks 
• Computer/Web Access 

::::<~~ -- Classroom Textbook References: 
-~:: :~-:..,~· 

American Anthem (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston , 2009), 865-867. 

Anticipatory Set (5 minutes): Notebook Response 
In their notebooks, the students will compare and contrast an aerial picture of a suburb and city 
(urban region). The teacher will ask the students to share observations w ith the class . 

Class Activities and Procedures: 

10 minutes, Suburbanization Lecture/Notes 
• The students will record notes in their notebooks while the teacher briefly lectures for 8-

10 minutes regarding suburbanization. The students will record their own notes based 
on the information the teacher presents. The teacher will stop after each section and will 
ask students what they recorded. If necessary the teacher wil l instruct the students to 
add details and information. The teacher will also circulate the room to ensure students 
are taking notes. 

• The teacher will also present a corresponding PowerPoint depicting various images of 
suburbs. 

20-30 minutes, Mini Webquest Activrly 
• 5 minutes, Webquest lntro 

o Prior to leaving the classroom, the teacher will walk the students through the website 
and model the proper way to navigate the site to find the information necessary to 
complete the Webquest. The teacher will also review the webquest worksheet, so 
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the students are familiar with the questions and are aware of what they are looking 
for. 

• 15-20 minutes, Library Time 
o In prearranged groups of three, the students will access the suburbanization 

websites and will complete a worksheet based on the readings and activities. 
o The teacher will circulate the room to ensure the students remain on task and are 

able locate the site. 
• 5 minutes, Conclusion 

o The teacher will ask students to share their findings. The teacher will add or 
correct information when necessary. The students will self-correct their 
worksheets. 

20-30 minutes, A Raisin in the Sun (1961) Film- Day 1 
• The students will watch the first half of A Raisin in the Sun (1961 ). While watching the 

film , the students will complete a movie analysis worksheet. 
• The teacher will review the questions prior to starting the film. 
• The students will answer the questions whi le viewing the film. The students will also be 

given a few minutes to conclude their writing after the film has concluded. 
• Following the clip, the students wdl bnefly discuss thelr overall impression of the film so 

far. 

Concluding Activity and Closure (10 minutes): Journal Response 
• The students will write a response to the fo!!owing question in their journals prior to the 

conclusion of class. 
o What impact did automobiles have on the culture of the 1950s? 

• The teacher will ask some of the students to share their responses with the rest of the 
class. 

Methods of Evaluation/Assessment: 
• Mini Webquest Activity-will assess the students' primary and secondary document 

analysis skills and will additionally evaluate their ability to navigate a website in search of 
historical information. 

• A Rais;n in the Sun--wilt assess the students' abilities to watch and analyze the 
historical and creative elements of the film and be able to answer corresponding 
questions. 

• Journal Response-will evaluate the students' understanding of how the automobile 
changed the America. 

Emergency Fillers/Alternative Plans: 
1. If the students complete the webquest, they can review Regents exam multiple-choice 

questions flash cards. These cards are available on the back counter of the classroom. 

Homework: 
• Students will read the next section of the class text and answer the assigned questions. 

o Ch. 27, sec. 1, pages 878-886; complete all tasks in questions 1-4. 

Self-Evaluation: 
• Did the students take thorough notes? 
• Did the students accurately complete the Webquest worksheet? Did they work well 

together? 
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• Did the students navigate the website easily? 
• Did the students seem interested in the film? Were they able to identify the characters? 
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Daily Warm-Up Activity: 

1. Compare these two pictures. 

a. Describe the differences between these two settings. 
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Lecture Notes: Lesson #8 Suburbanization Newell , CCDP 

Content PowerPoint Slide Questions/Connections 
BRIEF LECTURE: INTRODUCE 
MAJOR CONCEPTS 

After WWII there was a sharp 

increase in birthrates-a baby 

boom. 

To house these growing families, 

whole new communities of 
individual houses was created. 

The most famous suburb of the 
1950s was levittown, New York. 

Started in 1947 by Bi ll and Alfred 
Levitt. 

Slides #1-2 

The key to the success of Slide #3 
Levittown was affordability. 

• A family could purchase 

a single- family home at a 

reasonable price, often 
financed with the help of 
the government under 

the terms of the Gl Bill. 

Levittown was not a diverse 
community. Like many builders 

at the time, the Levitts at first 
refused to sell to African 

Americans. 

*Transition into Webquest 
activity 

Sl ide #4 

Connection Today: what effect is 

the postwar baby boom today? 

(Retirement, healthcare, social 

security, etc.) 

Why might there be a sharp 

increase in birthra tes following 

WWII? 

What else did the Gl Bill do to 

he lp WWII vete rans? 

How did suburba nization affect 

race and ethn icity7 Can t he 

effect still be seen today? 
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Name: ______ ~~~--~~~~------------ Date: ____________ __ 

Suburbanization Webquest Activities 

Directions: Follow the steps below and write y~ur answers in the space provided 

Step 1. Read historian Kenneth Jackson's interview on "How the Suburbs Changed America ." 
(http://www. pbs .org/fmc/seqments/progseq9. htm) 

Complete the questions below: 
• What did returning veterans want for their families? 

• What social values facilitated suburban development after World War II? 

Step 2. Examine the following table from the U.S. Census: Population by Residence and Race: 
1950-1970. (http://edsitement. neh. gov/lesson images/lesson811 /suburbia-worksheet. pdf) 

Look at the first category ("Total") and complete the questions below: 
• How does the central city population change from 1950 to 1 970? 

• How does the suburban (outside central city) population change? 

• Now look at the White and African-American populations; how do those two populations 
differ in rates of growth in the center city and the suburban areas during those two 
decades? 

Step 3. Go to the Automobile in American Life and Society website. 
(http:/(www.autolife. umd.umich .eduQ 

Each group member will examine one of the sections of the exhibit-environment, race, or 
gender. 

Read the particular sections listed below. 
• Environment: Martin Melosi, The Automobile Shapes the City: Suburban Communities . 
• Race: Thomas Sugrue, Building the Motor Metrooolis: Automobiles, Highways, and 

Sprawl 
• Gender. Margaret Walsh, Gender and Automobility: Consumerism and the G'reat 

Economic Boom (skip first two paragraphs) 

Read each section. and carefully examine at the accompanying images (larger versions with 
captions appear when the user clicks on the image). 
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Name: ______________________ ~--------- Date: --- ----
Suburbanization Webquest Activities 

As a group, formulate answers to the questions befow (a\1 group members must complete this 
section). 

• What is the effect of the automobile on the city? On the suburb? 

• What is the role of government (local, state, and federal) in developing suburban 
communities? 

• ln old and new communities (center ci.ty and suburb), how did family life change? 

• What was liberating about the new suburban region? 

• What sorts of problems were created and for whom? 
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Name: Date: ------------------A Raisin in the Sun (1961) Film Analysis Worksheet {Day 1) 

1. What do you think you will see in this movie? 
List 3 concepts, ideas, or people that you might expect to see based on the title of the 
movie. 

2. What is the mood or toQe of the film? 

3. In your journal, identify the following characters in the movie. For each character, describe 
their role, and their significance to the overall message of the movie. 

• Ruth Younger 
• Travis Younger 

• Walter Lee Younger 
• Beneatha Younger 
• Lena Younger (Mama) 
• Joseph Asagai 
• George Murchison 
• Mrs. Johnson 
• Karl Lindner 
• Walter Younger 

4. List two things this movie tells you about life in the United States during the 1950s. 

5. What is the _central or most important message of the movie? 
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Lesson Title: Migration to the Sun Belt (Lesson #9) 
Date of Lesson: TBA 
Grade: 11 111 Grade 
Subject: U.S. History and Government 
Allotted Time: 80 minutes 
Learning Standards: 

NYS Learning Standards: 1, 3, 4, 5 
NCSS Theme: I, \1, Ill, IV, V, VI, X 

Lesson Objectives: 
• Given census data, students will analyze census information pertaining to migration to 

the Sun Belt during a data analysis activity. 
• Given a blank map of the United States, students will take census data and convert 

(transfer) that information on a map during a mapping activity . 

Materials/Equipment: 
• Scrap paper and writing utensils 
• All corresponding lesson worksheets 
• Class set of textbooks 
• Computer/Web Access 

Classroom Textbook References: 

American Anthem (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 2009), 865-867. 

Anticipatory Set (5 minutes): Notebook Response 
In their notebooks, students will respond the following question/statement: "How has air 
conditioning changed America?" The students will have approx. three to five minutes to 
respond. After that, the teacher will lead a brief discussion and then w ill move into the lecture. 

Class Activities and Procedures: 

15-20 minutes, Census Data Analysis 
• In pa1rs, the students will analyze data pertaining to the migration of people to Sun Belt 

cities and states. Each student will complete his/her own worksheet, but can work 
together when analyzing the data. 

15-20 minutes, Map Activity 
• The students will identify various locations on a map of the U.S. The students will identify 

states that have lost or gained population. 
• The students will have access to their textbooks and class notes. 
• The teacher will circulate the room to ensure the students are remaining on ta.sk. 

10 minutes, Migration to the Sun Belt Lecture/Notes 
• The students will take notes in their notebooks, while the teacher briefly lectures for 8-10 

minutes pertaining to Migration to the Sun Belt. The teacher w ill not put up an outline 
and the students will not receive scaffold notes. They wi ll record the information on their 
own. 

• The teacher will stop periodically to ask students what they recorded, and the teacher 
will circulate the room to ensure that students are taking notes. 
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10-15 minutes, NYS Census Profile 
• The students will identify population trends for NYS using the census data They will 

complete the profile individually. 
• The teacher wi ll review the answers once the students have completed the activity. 

Concluding Activity and Closure (10 minutes): Ticket-Out-The-Door 
The students will be responsible for answering four questions pertaining to map. The students 
will record their answers directly on the worksheet and it will serve as their "ticket-out-the-door." 
(Students will hand-in the completed worksheet to the teacher as they leave class.) A\\ the 
questions will relate to material that was presented in the lesson. 

Methods of !;valuation/Assessment: 
• Census Data Analysis-will assess the students' ability to analyze census data and 

formulate responses to corresponding questions. 
• Map Activity-will evaluate the students' mapping skills and will assess their knowledge 

of key locations and geographic features . 
• Ticket-Out- The-Door-will assess the students' abilities to analyze a map of the 

Electoral College and answer corresponding questions. 

Emergency Fillers/Alternative Plans: 
1 If the students complete the census data analysis worksheet, they can begin the map 

activity. 
2. If the students complete the map activity early, they can begin the NYS census profile . 

( ~::~:~:::~ 
" ~ ~' Homework: 

• Students w ill complete NYS Census profile for homework; the teacher will collect the 
assignment next class. 

Self-Evaluation: 
• Were the students able analyze census data and formulate proper responses. 
• Did the students accurately complete the map assignment? 
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Table T1 Residcr>t Population of the Uaiccd States 
April1, 2000 o.nd Apnl 1, 1990 

4,040,587 4{)6,513 
550,043 76,889 ' 

Arizoll.ll 3,665,228 1,465,404 24 
Arl<:ansas'· · 2,~50. 725 322,67:S 13.7 . . , : . . · .: · , ' : · !~~~-
Cillifomia 29,760,021 4,111,627 13.8 1 1 
Col()~, o,'294;3-9il ' 1;;oo~;M7 <.. 3o.6~- ·.:r ,. ·24·.! .·.·r;;o> r : .. ~!·)~'f26•;': 
Connecticut 3,287,116 118,449 3.6 2.9 . 27 
Qeia.Wllre . _ . ·, 66~;W~ .. - ~ n7;432:·:.. t1.6 · _; ·>~o_s i •!,...\ 'f..··~i~fii 
District of Columbia 606,900 -34,841 -5.7 (NA) _ (l;'JA).__ 
-F):c>QC!a. 1;!,937,92~- 3,Qf4A~,; . 2M . . . : ~ ;- . .'• '1· .. ;. ' " .'i'~~~~~~ 
Georgia 8,186,453 6,478,216 1,708,237 26.4 10 11 

~~lf:~- - _t ;~'.:~";~;~;~ ,,:.'-< .-·_,:-' ·i;:ih .. 53J 1 i"'· ,_ 1~-w$;2i~, . , . . . ''9~)3@:~·i : ·.- ·-~ ·-:-. wF , ... 4~ .. ·· ·~ • ~--v:;~~fi 
ldaho 1,293,953 1,006,749 287,204 28.5 39 42 
:~is ': J:: i::·· · ·: .> _·1, :;. i :··:.{··· -~2j4~~~2.3j , :"'' -'-1 t.:t-3o;6~Q_;i, ._. : .. : r.~ , 9,~8~9~b}i lr. · .. : \. _ ·:-· ~i~ .; r ,-; ·: : _5' ; _.,. :;<) ·.·_, ---. ,.' '· :t~t~;bl~ 
Indiana 6,080,485 5,544,159 536,326 9.7 14 14 
low~ · : ·.'·: z;~:z~;3fA ' 2,"11'6;1.55 ,'' · 1~9~09~. ::-· - ·· · ' 5.4 :. 30 30~ 
Kamas 2,688,418 2,477,574 210,844 8.5 32 32 
Kentucky ·..o 4,04-1.7,69, 3,6ss-:-~% 356,4'73. . 9..7 25 ' 23 
Louisiana 4,468,976 4,219,973 249,003 5.9 22 21 
?.vf2:1P,e . " '· 1i!':l;.:,;i: .. ~;: ... :· .:·:', ;1i~71J~'f?; ;,.-, '; i;#f~~~28, •_.\ :,l6~~f)?:; · .. d ·' )·,~ 40 '38 · 
Maryland 5,296,486 4,781,468 515,018 10.8 19 19 
-Massae'liuietts :,, '.''· ~·~ · - '•' : •6;3'1:9';,097 , ',6,Qt~;4iS,· .. _ 3~2.?i'72 . ·, 5-.5 ': · 1~ j:}r.o 
Michigan 9,938,444 9,295,297 643,147 6.9 8 8 
Mil:mesota 4,9'1 9,4~9 4,37~,{199 · 544,:380 _ 12.-4 - ·21· ·- ;w~ 
Mississippi 2,844,658 2,573,216 271,442 10.5 31 31 
t-vfisS~url 5,~95,211 · 5,117,073 478,138 l).J \7••, • r 1 •/·:· :.,,:I'•Js';·: 
Montana 902,195 799.065 103,130 12.9 44 44 
Nebruka .1,711;263 · 1,578,385 132,878· .~ 8 .* 3'8 ' : 1 · ,,;.,, !, '~"i3~i 
Nevada 1,998,257 1,201,833 796,424 66.3 35 39 
New--::B~p-~hiie · . · --. ,'' .. ' -1,23$,7-8:6 . l,tQp,252 , . 1~,SJ!L, 11;4- 41 ·· i~- ,·_- '. .".¢':; 
New J=ey 8,414,350 7,730,188 684,162 8.9 9 9 

.New~~~-~. -> 'r_ -: ··; >. .1,819~044 i.~.tS;OiS9 · ·sQ3,971: 20.1 36 · · 1 ~y· 
New York 18,976,457 17,990,455 986,002 5.5 3 2 
North. ~:O:oillia. .:" , ·: · ,. ' . s,049,3f3· · 6,62B,6"37' . 1~420,67~ : 21 A 11 : ·to·: 
North Dakota 642,200 638,800 3,4{)0 0.5 47 47 
Ohio 11,353,140 10,&47;115 506,025 4.7 7 ~ 
Oklahoma 3,450,654 3,145,585 305,069 9.7 27 28 
Oregon_ 3,421,399 2,842,321 579,078 20.4 28 · 29 
Pcansyl'r.!n.il! 12,281,054 11,881,643 399,411 3.4 6 S 
R:hode island· 1,048,319 1,003,404-· 44,855 4.5 43 · , .. : ::4~ .· 
South Caroliruo 4,012,012 3,486,703 525,309 15.1 26 25 
Sout.b D-alrora 754;844 696,004 . 58,840 8.5 · . !f6 · ,..' 1 :' .J .4.5''; 
T=oes•ee 5,689,283 4,877,185 812,098 16.7 16 17 
Texas · · · " · _ • . io,s~.t,~(}. :-:: : ·.1'6-j86~s~·o:. '... ~;eBs,aHr; ',_,.,. · t , :~:_;- :1,.1 ' ·; '22;8, · .•. ( .:·:·. •. .. ~, - ·,•·· ·· -' ·/ ·: .. ~: ··~-~r~J) 
Ut:!h 2,233,169 1,722,850 510,319 29.6 34 35 . 
v~q!)t:· ;:-- ···: \ _; Y' ~-Yn;~i~ ,,, =,~:'j-~~-~-.:tt.1~ls_27 , <~~';g;I .S15~15s'·: ~-1re;,t-~;.:""-: .. · 4it9~~~\ :.r.~ .:::-._ ,;=(c"f~•·:;- i ... ~:2:f y~~,~~··. :'~'· ... ~ • ,.;:r·.~9:: ;~r.?t~~;::.}:fi-' .. j-):!;:..~~~ 
VJ.rgin.ia 7,078,515 6,187,358 891,157 14.4 12 . 12 

"Wi:~;~~(!, ~r;:'¥ii~MJ~)~ ~~~ru; ~"~M~:4';1:?J7;: :!1!~1r:t~;~~~;~'9k;,l .:~:~~~,::~~"·~(.~;till~?,;~: 1,~?~'~:; :. ::;t,~;i/f'.:·:·~ ~:1.;)..':: ~- ~·-!··:.1f.: .. • ': ,~ ~ ·, .. ~!:1:',~ ~; ; .~.;' ~ :-~~.~-:!' .-r :;;1 ,:;;:,'j,;)l!:1li! 
West Vil;ginia 1,808,344 , ,793,477 14,867 . .0.8 37 34 

,'·!~ti\~P.ii~\#;t~~ .-1 :' •~-~\},"; :;;~--~~~~;'; i~i' J:~-·':;:~A'~~;~~ ~~ •. )~rl1~~:t!~~W ,'!f,>.'';.f~}.i:·W, 47.:;if.l'Qi5''~ : 1;- \h"';~';·, ~-,' ;.!'-:~.,_:.::§;~~: .. :·{l.~::~i:·A~:i(,·N~;· ;,: .:"·~~,:':''J.:•:!i1:i:~ '~~~itf.)•1:f· 
Wyom.ing 493,782 453,588 4D,194 8.9 SO SO 

· tr61Ai :Re$id'eot i'op:UI'ilti'on~= >.__~i;42t;'cfoq,;-: : · •i' :=:24817o9'~3~ : . L · :·''I · 3'2;7:12i0~3 .. ·· · .. · ·~.-2:. . ·' ·(NA:) . • , , - , , · .. ' ·.@lAX! 
Northeast 53,594,378 50,809,229 2, 785,149 S.S (NA) (NA) 
Midwest 64,392,TI6 59,668,632 4,724,144 1.9 (NA) (N_A) 
South 100,236,820 85,445,930 14,790,890 17.3 (NA) (NA) 
West 63,197,932 52,786,082 10,411,850 19.7 (NA) ·(NA)' 
Puerto ruco 3,808,610 3,522,03 7 286,573 8.1 (NA) (NA) 
'total Resideri~ Population 285,230,516 252,131,910 32,998,606· U.l (N.A.) if'!A)' 
IndQcUl1 P11~ct0 R,i_c_() 

I 
Indudes the population of chc SO states and r:hc D>soict of Columbia. 

Source: U.S. Deparn:ncnr of Comm<.TCe, U.S. Census 13ur=u 
NA: Noc Applicable 

.. I. 
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Census 2000 
The State of the States Worksheet 

The 2000 Census revealed some important facts and trends. No state lost population. (The District of Columbia lost 
population, but is not considered a stare.) The U.S. population has been slu.ft:ing to the west and south since the early 
1800's. This trend also continued belween 1990 and 2000. To learn more about how the United States changed dunng 
the last decade, answer the following questions using Table Tl, "Resident Populacion of the United States." 

1 a. Name the five states that increased by the largest percentages (grew the fastest) between 
1990 and 2000. Rank them in order (1 == state W1th largest percent change) and give the 
percentage by which they grew. 

1. 

2. -------------------------
3. ----------------------
4. -------------------------
5. ------------------------

1 b. Looking at the map of the United States, what do you notice about these states in terms of 

th~mcation- ---------------------------------------------------------

2a. Name the five states that added the greatest number of people during the 1990's. Rank them 
in order (1 = state with l.a..rgest numeric change) and give the number of people added. 

1. 

2 ------------------------
3. 

4 . ------------------------
5. 

2b. Look.i.ng at the map of the United States, what do you notice about these states .in terms of 

ilieUlocation? ---------------------------------------------------------

3a. Name the five states that increased by the smallest percentages (grew the least) between 
1990 and 2000. Rank them in order (1 :::: state with smallest percent change) and give the 
percentages by wluch they grew. 

1. ------------------------

2. ---------------------
3. -----------------------
4. ------------------------
5. ----------------------

3b. Looking at the map of the United States, what do you nooce about these states in terms of 

theUiocation? --------------------------------------~-----------------
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4a. Name the five most populous states in 2000 and 1990. Rank them m order (1 = state with 
hugest population). 

1. 
2. 

2000 

3. ----------------------
4. 
5. 

1990 

4b. How did the ranking of the states change between 2000 and 1990? -------------

Sa. Name the five least populous SUites in 2000 and 1990. Rank them in order (1 = state with 
smallest population). 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

2000 1990 

Sb. How did the ranking of the states change between 2000 and 1990? -----------

6. Based on the information gathered above, which region* (see regions listed below) do you clUnk increased by the 
largest percentage between 1990 and 2000? Include facts to support your answer. 

7. Based on tbe informacion gathered above, which region"' (see regions listed below) do you think increased by the 
largest nwneric value between 1990 and 2000? Include facts to support your answer. 

*Census Bureau Regions 
Northeast CT, MA, ME, NH, NJ, NY, PA, Rl, VT 
South AL, AR, DC, DE, FL, GA, KY, LA, MD, MS, NC, OK, SC, TN, TX, VA, 

wv 
Midwest IA, IL, IN, KS, Ml, MN, MO, NO, NE, OH, SD, WI 
West AK, AZ, CA, CO, HI, ID, MT, NM, NV, OR, UT, WA, WY 

U.S. Census Bureau 
Census m Schools 
www census.gov 
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1 a . #1 Nevada - 66.3 % 
#2 Arizona- 40.0 % 
#3 Colorado - 30.6 % 
#4 Utah - 29.6 % 
#S Idaho- 28 5% 

Teacher's Answer Key 
The State of the States 

lb. The stares with the largest percent increase are locared in the west. 

2a- #1 Califomia- 4,111,627 
#2 Texas- 3,865,310 
#3 F1ooch- 3,044,452 
#4 Georgia -1,708,2.37 
#5 Arizona- 1,465,404 

2b. Most of the states with the largest numeric increase are located tn the south. 

3a. #1 North Dakota- 0.5% 
#2 West Virgirua- 0.8 % 
#3 Pennsylvania - 3.4 % 
#4 Connecticut- 3.6% 
#5 Maine- 3.8% 

3b. Most of the states with the smallest percent 1ncrease are located in the cast. 

4a. 2000 
#1 Califo.cnia- 33,871,648 
#2 Texas - 20,851,820 
#3 New York·- 18,976,457 
#4 Florida- 15,982,378 
#S Illinois -12,419,293 

1990 
Califorrua- 29,760,021 
NewYork-17,990,455 
Texas- 16,986,510 
Florida - 12,93 7,926 
Pennsylv.rni.a- 11,881,643 

4b. In 1990, more people lived in New York than in Texas and more people bved in 
Pennsylvania than in Illinois. By 2000, there were more people living in Texas than New 
York and more people living in 1ll.inois than Pennsylvaci2. Califonill and Florida 
maintained their ranlungs. 

Sa- 2000 
#t Wyoming- 493,782 
#2 Vermont- 608,827 
#3 Alaska- 626,932 
#4 North Dakota- 642,200 
#5 South Dakota- 754,844 

1990 
Wyoming- 453,588 
.Alaska- 550,043 
Vecnonr- 562,758 
North Dakota- 638,800 
Delaware - 666,168 

Sb. In 1990, more people lived in Vermont than in Alaska and more people lived in 
South Dakota than tn Delaware. By 2000, there were more people living in Alaska than 
Vermont and more people living in Ddaw.are than South Dakota. Wyommg and North Dakota 
maintained their tankings. 

6. The western region increased by the largesr percc:ntage between 1990 and 2000. 
The states with the largest percentage increases arc l.fl the wesL 

7. The south em region had the largest numeric increase between 1990 and 2000. The states with the la.Igest nwneric increases 
were in the sourb. 
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Migration to the Sun Belt Map Activity 

Task #1 Label all fifty states with each states abbreviation: 

ALABAMA AL 
ALASKA AK 

ARIZONA AZ 
ARKANSAS AR. 
CALIJ?ORNIA CA 
COLORADO co 
CONNECTICUT CT 
PELAWARE DE 
FLORIDA FL 
GEORGIA GA 
KAWAI I HI 
IDAHO ID 
ILLINOIS IL 
INDIANA IN 
IOWA !A 
KANSAS KS 
KENTUCKY KY 
LOUISIANA LA 
MAINE ME 
MARYLAND MD 
MASSACHUSETTS MA 
MICHIGAN MI 
MINNESOTA MN 
MISSISSIPPI MS 
MISSOURI MO 
MONTANA MT 
NEBRASKA NE 
NEVADA NV 
NE\\' HAMPSHIRE NH 
NEW JERSEY NJ 
NEW MEXICO NM 
NEW YORK NY 
NORTH CAROLINA NC 
NORTH DAKOTA ND 
OHIO OH 
OKLAHOMA OK 
OREGON OR 
PENNSYLVANIA PA 
RHODE ISLAND RI 
SOUTH CAROLINA sc 
SOUTH DAKOTA SD 
TENNESSEE TN 
TEXAS TX 
UTAH UT 
VERMONT VT 
VIRGINIA VA 
WASHINGTON WA 
WEST VIRGINIA wv 
WISCONSIN WI 
WYOMING WY 
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Task #2 Using ''Table T1, Resident Population of the United States," color-code each 
state by the ~cent change of population growth. 

Complete the legend below and create an identical legend on your map. USE 
SEVEN DIFFERENT COLORED PENCILS. 

>0% or 0% ~ 10% 

11%-20% 

21%-30% 

31%-40% 

41%-50% 

51%-60% 

61%-70% 

D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
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Lecture Notes: Lesson #9 Migration to the Sunbelt Newell, CCDP 

Content PowerPoint Slide Questions/Connections 

Definition: Slide #1 Why would someone from the 

Sun belt is a region of the United North want to move down 

States that stretches across the South? 

South and Southwest. 
What are the advantages of 

The main feature of the sunbelt living in the South and 
is its warm-temperate climate Southwest? 

and mild winters. 

Growth: Slide #2, Based on your census data 
' 

The sun belt has seen substantial analysis which states have 
population growth, fueled by: experienced population growth? 

• Milder winters 

• Retiring Baby Boomers 

• Influx of immigrants 

• Economic (Job) 
Opportunities 

• Low taxes 

• Space for sprawling 
subdivisions 

• Air conditioning 

::~?~~~·~~.r, 
. ,··:: 

Examples: Slides #3, #4 What (and where) is Silicon 
Texas profited from the Valley? 
expanding oil and petro-
chemical industry and 
agriculture 

California's growth was spurred 
by defense related and 
electronics industries. In 1970, 
California contained a tenth of 
the nation's population and 
surpassed New York as the most 
populous state. 

Problems with development in 
the Sunbelt include: 

• Water shortages 

• High energy demand 

Political Impact: Slides# 6-8 In comparison to the 2004 
Class discussion-notes will vary election, which states changed - · 
(see questions) from Red to Blue? And can 

sunbelt migration be connected 
to this change? 

How will the change in 
population affect the etectora I 
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Lecture Notes: Lesson #9 Migration to the Sunbelt Newell, CCDP 

college? Which states will 
become more powerful or 
influential? Is this better for 
democrats or republ icans? 
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Census 2000 
The State of Your State Worksheet 

Find out what Census 2000 revealed about your state. Djd it grow? How fast? How does it compare to other 
states? Complete the following activities to learn how your state changed during the last decade. Use TableT I, 
"Resident Population of the Uruted States, to gather your information about your state. 

1. What is the April I, 2000, population of your state? 

2. Did your state's population increase or decrease between 1990 and 2000? What was the percent change? 

3. Was the percent population change for your state mgher or lower than the national average? 

4. What was your state rank in population size in 1990? 2000? ------------

5. Calculate the percentage of the U.S . population that resides in your state. 
Compare the percentage of the U.S. population that resides in your state with the percentages residing in two 
other states of your choice. 

6. Select a state. Compare the percent change of your state to the state you chose. How do they 
differ? Why do you think your state differs from the state you chose? 

7. Write a paragraph describing the population growth and change in your state (or a selected 
state) between 1990 and 2000. Your paragraph may contain information about the size, 
numeric change, percent change, rank, relationship to the national average, and relationship 
with other states. Paragraphs should contain at least five sentences. 

U.S. Census Bureau 
Census in Schools 
www.census.gov 
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Table T1. Resident Popularioo of the United States 
Apr:il1, 2000 a.od Aptil1, \990 

:~ ~-;t>q .: :~r,:~~:r~- l'; ~~~-~?;: -~ · · 

~@ ~eqmr 1;' yyo,'' :: 
%;~. -~ .. -~ ~ . ~ -·i· .. ;· ':::r :·~ .. 1 .. ' . ,,, 

4·~~~~~~ , . 
4l~:6i~.- · ··. ,', ·~~~~i& ... . .··· 

Arizona 5,130,632 3,665,228 1,465,404 24 
AOO.nsas 2,673,400 2,35{))25 32i,675 , 33 
Califomia 33,871,648 29,760,021 4,111,627 1 1 
Colorado 4,301,2~1 3,294,394 1,006,8~7 24 ·'2~ ' 
Connecticut 
Delaware . 
District of Columbia 
FIOri~, 
Georgia 
Ha~,. : .' ·· •· -,. , . 
Idaho 
IlJ.inois 
Indiarul 
It;>wa · 
Kaosas 
:I<:;en~ ··. 

Louisiana .. ,. 
: : :J i: ~ 

3,405,565 3,287,116 118,449 29 27 
7B3,<lq~ -666,11,}8 117,432-- 45 -'kS . 
572,059 606,900 -34,841 (NA) (NA~ 

1'~;982,378 l2,.?j~;9'26 3,044;4~'? ' 4 ' ,4,; 
8,186,4;53 6,478,216 1,708,237 26.4 10 11 

"'· 1-;2n;-~7. - 'l.~b~;~9 , 103,3Q~~ !t~. ·42_·. -' -.:~'~.',.L";: r.1.1.i' 
1,293,953 1,006,749 ' 287~04 28.5 39 42 

12,419;293. - 11,430;602' 988-;691'. ' . 8.6 :s ~ ' ' ",, -:. /.'',';!,>:·;- ~ .'§;'; 
6,080,485 5,544,159 536,326 9.7 14 14 
:l,92'6;324! · , 2;"1;7o,z~s- 1·49,.%'<J· • . .'\·J·:·. -.. · ~o·- , .,, 1: ·~ ;i-\!,i ,.;. ).;:~Q;-
2,688,418 2,477,574 210,844 8.5 32 32 

- 4;04J;lr~~ ,.: .. ·'.3-,68.5i:2~~~-. 356,473 . ?,.J: · 25-- · .. · .. · . •; ! .r ;; ·.:t¥J:~1 
4,468,976 4,219,973 249,003 5.9 22 21 

-:'·'· ' · 'h~1f,'9~''-- : " , .);~7;9~8i.1 ~·, '- ' • :49i99~- · '· -., ··, . _.- • H . . • ,' · '· .;4!>:" .':, · :/' ,.-: F~ ':;\~-~\~li-_'~:J; 
5,296,486 4,781,468 515,018 10.8 19 19 

·.· - · ·' .tij49:o'97 , · 6,616;425 : ,. ~3?..,67·2 ' .. s.s n .. ·, · . ' " ·. .,"''1~_:' 
9,938,444 9,295,297 643,147 6.9 8 8 

~land 
Mill!Sa'Chili~m 
Micbigao 
Mjilnes\>~
Mississippi 
Mi§~o;w·. _~., .. : 

' ·' ' ,,' : ~- ' 'f,\'119,4~ ; . ' 4-.3,75,6_99.: ' . 544,380 l-2.4 21 " ,20 ' 

·· ·· . · J~: ~::; : ~ ~'.1 \ ~·~-,J~~i~il: .'":tt-' ~-;~~~-:~~Y i-· . 1:· :1 !~~;.,,· r: :·· .'. _,_,, _: 1.~:~ · -_ -~~ · .::-~. _, .; :, .. · ~~·:~ 
Montana 902,195 799,065 103,130 129 44 44 

.. , .... !·1/ .' ., ·~ ,.~-./ . 1,7ta;i26':f' ·J -::. , 1,5<78,38~ . : !<' '·• .: • · 't -~2,st~-~' :' .. - -~.4· 38 · :'· .-,~l·' ·.f:~;:•~3(f~ 
Nevada 
New 1-htnps'ruce 
New Jersey 
New Mexico 
NewYo£k 
Noah attoilna .: 
Nrio~ia ' • 

. ' 

1,998,257 t ,201,833 796,424 66.3 35 39 
1,235,78~ . 1,109,152 ' 126,5~4:- 11.4 4-t-- ' .. ·: : 11 ~; -:· :~::10~-
8,414,350 7,730,188 684,162 8.9 9 9 
1,.819,045 1,515,069 303,917 Ul.l •' 36 '~ •':·• .·:· i,;~;'~·i' ~;\).f:t;i 

18,976,457 17,990,455 986,002 5.5 3 2 
· . s:o49..313 ·6,6-48;937 · t~o;616- - ·'2L4 -n .·- . _.~ ·,,_;)f'.,~'·i::,J,Q~ 

642,200 638,800 3,400 0.5 47 47 
:.diiio· . ... ;, :.:.~ ·.; • .: ·'' ., : .:r·: i r ~ ,.i11.)53,14b·.· 1'0;B47.tts: . :S-o6,dz5 .:· . 4.7 7:-. ,. · . :' ::? :. (;o"· ~··Wf.fit'• 

OkWtoma 3,450,654 3,145,585 305,069 9.7 27 28 
i$,ItgoE,:":* ·,:, ,~~:-th~~~:.k-::<,::r::;:;- , :: ,; ): :: i.3,42t,~?9. ·:- 2,842,~ZL .. · · S.:?o,o7s.; 20.4 . • : 28'-' · . · '• --:,• ·. ' :::.:: '7~:z 
Pennsylvania 12,281,054 11,881,643 399,411 3.4 6 5 
-Rllad'e Xstl&lcF'-' • • · · ·1.048,31'9 t;oo3,464 4-4-,855 <1-.s 43 43 
South Carolina 4,012,012 3,486,703 525,309 15.1 26 25 
'South,b:.koi::i. 754,844 696:oo4 58,840 8.5 46 45 
Teon~sce. 5,689,283 4,877,185 812,098 16.7 16 17 
Texas 20,851,820 16,986,510 3,865,310 22.8 - 2 ~ -: 
Utah 2,233,169 1,722,850 510,.319 29 6 34 .35 
Vermont- 608,827 56i,758 '!'l{),o69. 8.2 49 :48_ 
Vtrgioia 7,076,515 6,187,358 891,157 14.4 12 12· 
Wuhington 5,894,121 4,866,692, 1,027,429 . 21.1 ts c : ,· .;; : -,: ~.~:,:, 
West Vu-ginia 1,808,344 1,793,477 14,867 0 8 37 34 
W'isoorisip'' .. : . · · : · ;, .. ;· .. . 5,~6~.675. 4,891,7~~ · 471~6t',f'_~ 1- . • •• • :· ?.G·-. . ,. . ,.,. . 'y.'\.1_-s:-, . :.~ :/;, :·~,,·.Kh.~iR~~~ 
Wyoming 493,782 453,58B "" , ~·· ,40,~p4 ., , •. , .. , ~.9 _ , 50 50 
. ¥11~ R:~ta.~r~t ~;q~n,_Jit:i'9.'i\1 ;~ ?,U·::,~~1~.4iti?9li};' :\i': t?~i7P~,.~7.3: , ... - · ·: ~; ; ,·1;'.32{lP,;Q3~W i·,i.=r:·.:-t-:c _~,--r. ·•:_:-)~~ft: -~. ~'~ ~,;. "l'·tu·, ;;(f4'AY .. -'f':~-.J-~:: .::;t;!f}i;.~~~)J~ 

'!·~~w;i¥~:~~-~·;t:r:,~::~{;~rr_:,r~~~ :,Jlt~t~~;;~~~;t J:r.v~tt~~~~~~r~~11 '.:~.'i',.:~·*~U;..[ ·lr'.(' .>! J :-. ~ . :. ~:~ " ~·~n>;;;,1 :,11-..~,~~~~)r: ~·~: '. :i.;~:~ .. 'J:':· -:f:~fm~:: 
South : 100,236,820 85,445,930 14,790,890 
'~~gjjt~'ii~.pi4 [f::~.:=:+.~:[]~gMjXJ11 ;~:~~\~j~f~;-~~~t:: -~ '1::t.;li~S.~i~.(i~2·t ;V;\"~ •: \I.: }!~iO;~):~~Q:, ' :~~ ·~:-;~ ~·-~§-~ .. ' 
Pue.rto Rico 3,808,610 3,522,037 286,573 

1 
Includes the population of the 50 sbn.--s and the Distx:lct of Colurnb•a. 

Source· U.S. Department o{ Commerce, U.S. Census Bureau 
NA : Not Applicable 
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CLOSING ACTIVITY Name:---------Date: ___ _ 

1. Why are states in northeast loosing representation, while states in the south and southwest gaining 
representation? Explain in detail. 

2 . Which state is projected to loose the most representation? 

3. Which state is projected to gair\ the most representation? 
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Lesson Title: Contemporary Immigration (Immigration Reform) (Lesson #10) 
Date of Lesson: TBA 
Grade: 11 111 Grade 
Subject: U.S. History and Government 
Allotted Time: 80 minutes 
Learning Standards: 

NYS Learning Standards: 1, 3, 4, 5 
NCSS Theme: I, II, Ill, IV, V, VI, X 

Lesson Objectives: 
• Given an excerpt of, the U.S. citizenship test, students .will answer various questions 

pertaining to U.S. history and government. 
• Given an article , students in groups will analyze the information presented in the article 

and will participate in a group discussion. 
• Provided access to the internet and various news sources, students will locate a current 

article pertaining to immigration legislation and will answer questions on a corresponding 
worksheet. 

Materials/Equipment: 
• Scrap paper and writing utensils 
• All corresponding lesson worksheets 
• Class set of textbooks 
• Computer/Web Access 

:::·[}. Classroom Textbook References: 

• American Anthem (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 2009), CS2-CS7. 

Anticipatory Set (5 minutes): Notebook Response 
In their notebooks, students will respond to the following question/statement: "Why do 
immigrants want to come to the United States of America?" And where are immigrants coming 
from today? The students will have three to five minutes to respond to these questions. 
Afterwards, the teacher will lead a brief discussion about the push and pull factors of 
contemporary immigration and will introduce the content being covered in this lesson. 

Class Activities and Procedures: 

15 minutes, Citizenship Test 
• The students wilt take a portion of the United States Citizenship test to emphasize the 

difficulty of becoming a U.S. citizen. The students will complete this activity silently and 
individually. (Depending on time, the teacher will assign a smaller portion) 

• The teacher will collect and correct the tests while the students are completing the next 
activity. 

20~30 minutes, Upfront Article and Q & A worksheet 
• While the teacher corrects the citizenship test, the students will read an article about 

illegal immigration and the current political, social, and economic implications on the 
U.S. 

• The students will be organized in prearranged groups of two to three students. In the 
group they will have discussions based on prompt-questions corresponding with the 
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··: · .- · article. There will be scribe in the group who records comments and opinions to share in 
the larger class discussion. 

• The teacher will circulate the room to ensure the students are remaining on task. And 
will lead a brief discussion following the group activity. 

5-10 minutes, Citizenship Test Follow-Up 
• The teacher will review the students' results and review some of the key questions on 

the test. The teacher will also lead a discussion based on the following questions: 
o What obstacles would an immigrant face while preparing for and taking this test? 
o Do you think a majority of natural born American citizens could pass this test? 

Why or why not? 
o What alternatives could we offer an immigrant. rather than a written exam? 
o Is the path to citizenship easy or too difficult, and why? 

20-30 minutes, "In the News" Activity 
• The teacher will take the students to the library. The students will find an article 

pertaining to the current debate regarding illegal immigration and border control. The 
students wil l find an article in the newspaper, a magazine, or on the internet from a 
reputable source. The students have been given previous instructions regarding locating 
a creditable sources of news. 

• When the students have located an article they will complete a corresponding 
worksheet. 

• Time permitting the students will share their information with the rest of the class. 
Completing this activity could also become homework and the class discussion could 
follow in the next lesson. 

Concluding Activity and Closure (10 minutes): Ticket-Out-The-Door 
The students will analyze a political cartoon and will complete a S.P.A.M. worksheet. The 
students will record their answers directly on the worksheet and it will serve as thei r "ticket-out
the-door." (Students will hand-in the completed worksheet to the teacher as they leave class.) 
All the questions will relate to material that was presented in the lesson. 

Methods of Evaluation/Assessment: 
• CiUzenship Test-will assess a students' understanding of U.S. history, 

politics/government etc. 
• ''In the News" Activity-will evaluate the students' ability to locate a current article 

pertaining to immigration reform. This activity will also assess the students' ability to 
analyze their article and answer questions on a corresponding worksheet. 

Emergency Fillers and Alternative Assignments: 
1. If students f tnish the citizenship test early, they can read the Upfront article. 
2. If students finish the Upfront article activity, they can begin to locate an article for the 

next activity. 

Homework: 
• Complete the "In the News" Activity: 

o Complete worksheet 
o Be prepared to share in class 

:· ' Self-Evaluation: 
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• How did the students perform on the citizenship test? Was the message driven home 
regarding the difficulty of being a citizen and passing this test? 

• Did the student participate in their group discussions regarding the reading? 
• Are there any students who seem withdrawn (frequently do not participate)? 
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N£1PNAL 

COULD YOU PASS THE NEW 
CITIZENSH P .TE-ST? 

AN ATTEMPT TO 'SUMMARIZE THE BASIC CONCE~!S OF AMERICAN DEMOCRACY' IN 100 ·aUESTJClNS 

By Kirk Semple 

F 
. or those of U$ who ~~·t bqm here, it's oevcr h~ 

. · easy to become a anzen. And as of Octo~er I , m 

additioo to passing a reading ~d writing test of 
: . . English proficic:ncy, all immigrant'1 going through the 
naturalization process must pass a_ new civics oeam that s6Jne 

:say js much harder than the test it replacid. 
Immigration officia.l.s say the new test is an attempt to 

pm more emphasis on basic concep~ of American history,
govemmeut, and democracy, and that some people may find 
it"easier. 

. . The civics test is oral, with an examiner asking the appli

cant 10 questions from a list of 100, all of which are available 

oo.li.oe."" Applicants must ansWer 6 of the 10 questions cor-

rectly, and are given two chances to pass; those who fail twice 

can reapply for nRturalizati.on immediately.· 
Some i.mm.igrant-advocacy groups have said the new test 

is -more abst:ract, md therefore tougher. But Alfonso Aguilar 

of Citize.Oship and Immigration Services (part of ~~ federal 
Department of Homeland Security) says that in a test pf the 

new exam, 92 percent of participant'1 passed on the!U- first try. 

- "We tty-in 100 questions and answers-to summarize the 

basic concepts of American democracy;" says Aguil.a.r. 
Now it's your turn. Try answering the following 30 ques

tions from the new test, and see if you have wpat it takes to 

earn American citizenship. • 
Kirk.Smrp& is t1 ff[Jorler for The New Yark Times. 

1. WHAT IS THE SUPREME LAW OF THE LAND? 

2. THE IDEA OF SELF-GOVERNMENT IS IN THE FIRST THREE WORDS OF 

THE CONSTITUTION. WHAT ARE THESE WORDS? 

3. WHAT DO WE CALL THE FIRST 10 AMENDMENTS TO THE 

CONSTITUTION? 

'· WHO IS ONE OF YOUR STATE"S U.S. SENATORS? 

5. WHAT IS THE ECONOMIC SYSTEM IN THE UNITED STATES? 

6. NAME ONE BRANCH OR PART OF THE GOVERNMENT. 

7. HOW MANY JUSTICES ARE ON THE SUPREME COURT? 

B. WHAT IS THE NAME OF THE VICE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES? 

9. HOW OLD CO CITIZENS HAVE TO BE TO VOTE FOR PRESIDENT? 

1 o. WHAT ARE TWO CABINET-LEVEL POSITIONS? 
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ANSWERS TO THE QUIZ P .. 16-17 

COULD YOU PASS THE NEW 
CITIZENSHIP TEST? 
AMERICAN GOVERNMENT 

1. The Constitution 

2. 

3. 

4 .. 

~

b. 

1 . 

8. 

9 .. 

"We the People

The Bill of Ri,ghts 

Answers will vary by state. {Note that 
Washington, D.C., Puerto Rico, and 
American territories do not have U.S. 
Senators.} 

Capitalist economy, or markEt economy 

Legislative, executive, or judicial 

Nine 

Joseph R. [Joel Biden Jr.; Biden 

18 and older 

10. {any two) Secretary of: Agriculture, 
Commerce, Defense, Education, 
Energy, Health & Human Services, 
Homeland Security, Housing & 
Urban Development, the lrrterior, 
Labor, State, Transportation, 
the Treasury, Veterans Affairs; 
Attorney General; Vice President 

AMERICAN HISTORY 
11. Political liberty; religious freedom: 

economic opportunity; to escape 
persecution 

12. Native Americans, or American Indians 

13. 

14. 

. 15. 

16. 

(Thomas] Jefferson 

July 4, 1776 

{any three! Connecticut, Delaware, 
Georg ia, Maryland, Massachusetts , 
New Hampshire, New Jersey, New 
York, North CaroUna, PennsylVdnia, 
Rhode Island, South Carolina, Virginia 

Fought for women's rights; fought for 
civil rights 

17. 

18. 

19. 

War of 1812; Mexican-American War; 
Civil War: Spanish-American War · 

Fought for civil rights; worked for 
equality for all Americans 

{Franklin D.) Roosevelt 

20. Communism 

21. Apache, Arawak, Blackfeet, 
Cherokee, Cheyenne. Chippewa, 
Choctaw, Creek, Crow, Hopi, 
Huron, Inuit, Iroquois, Lakota, 
Mohegan, Navajo, Oneida, Pueblo, 
Seminole, Shawnee, Sioux, Teton 

CIVICS & GEOGRAPHY 
22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

26. 

27. 

28. 

29. 

30. 

Missouri River or Mississippi Rive r 

Atlantic 

Puerto Rico , U.S. Virgin Islands, 
American Samoa, Northern Mariana 
Islands, or Guam 

Maine, New Ham pshire, VerTnont, 
New York, Pennsylvania , Ohio, 
Michigan, Minnesota, Nor th Dakota, 
Montana, Idaho, Washington, 
or Alaska 

California, Arizona, New Mexico, or 
Texas 

New York (Harbor] ; Uberty 
IsLand: New Jersey; near New 
Yor k City; on the Hudson River 

Because there were 13 
original colonies 

Because there are SO states 

.!any two) New Year's Day, Martin 
Luther King Jr. Day, Presidents' Day, 
Memorial Day, Independence Day, 
Labor Day, Columbus Day, Veterans 
Day, Thanksgiving, Christmas 
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~be ~etu ~ork ij[ime.s' Upfront Article Discussion 
Group Worksheet 

"Under One Roof: Legal & Illegal" 

Group Members: 

Directions: Everyone must complete a worksheet and take notes, but designate one group 
member as the scribe . His/her worksheet will be tumed into the teacher and the group will·be 
awarded credit for completing the assignment. 

Group Discussion Question #1 

What impact does living in a .family with a "blend of legal statuses" have on the opportunities of 
youngest family members? · 

Group Discussion Question #2 

What draws illegal immigrants to the United States? AND what is your reaction to this statistic
"25% of illegal immigrants have had some college education?" 

Group Discussion Question #3 

How does being an illegal immigrant impact your chances of higher education (college) within 
the United States? 

Group Discussion Question #4 

What is the significance of having a social security number? Why is that so importantfpowertul? 
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Name: Date: -------------------------- ----------
Article Analysis Worksheet 

Article Profile 

Title of Article: ------------------------------------------

Source: _________________ _ 

Date Published:~-------

Author/Reporter's Name: -----------------------------

Who was the intended audience of this article? 

Describe the purpose of this article: 

Summarize the two or three main points mentioned in the article: 

Did the author or reporter represent both sides of the immigration debate? Was he or she 
biased? 

Did the author display any sympathy for the plight of illegal immigrants? 
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Name: 
------------~--------------

Date: __________ __ 
Article Analysis Worksheet 

Did this article provide you with any new informatiqn about the immigration debate occurring in 

this country? 

Did this article change your opinion of illegal immigrants or legislation that is in effect or that is 
being drafted right now? 

Would you recommend this article to a friend? Why or why not? 

On a scale of 1 to 5, one being the least informative and five being highly effective in explaining 
details and information, how would you rate this article? 

Will you return to this news publication in the future? 
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CLOSING ACTIVITY Name:--- --- Date: _ _ _ 

. <· 

(_:·':' ·.J 
. .,,.· 

./ Complete the attached S.P .A.M. worksheet 
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Patrick Newell 
Capstone Cumcu !urn Development Project 
Reflection 

Throughout the process of writing and developing this project 1 kept one goal in mind, to grow as 

a teacher . The first years of any teacher's life are hectic . Balancing planning for multiple classes, grad ing, 

meetings, c lubs and activities, all consume and take away from time when you can reflect, revise, and 

improve your lesson planning and approach to education. This project gave me a chance to step back and 

reflect on my performance for the last two years. Although 1 am proud of what l have accompl ished, any 

good teacher knows there is always room for improvement. Two areas I feel thar I have grown s ince 

completing this project is on how to approach content and the lesson planni ng process. Writing these 

lessons and preparing my historiography renewed my appreciation for staying up-to-date on current 

academic research. l also concluded that I need to force my students to dig dipper and to be more 

analytical. The last two years of my career, the majority of my students had leaming disabi lities and in 

most lessons, \Ve only scratched the surface of any historica l topic. Th1s will not always be the case. For 

example, this year I am teaching high-level students and after completing this project, l feel more 

prepared to ask more analytical questions and draw more intelligent conversation from my students. 

The process of planning is time consuming and challenging. Searching for materials, 

incorporating skill building, and preparing a variety of activities to meet all your learners' needs can be a 

daunting task . This project gave me a chance to explore new outlets for in fo rm ation and allowed me to 

develop new and more interactive activities. It also re-taught me what to consider when crafting a lesson. 

When preparing lessons now I am more conscious of time allotment, transi tions between activities, and 

having extra work for students who finish early. l also consider how all the activities fit together. I 

examine the lesson plan and evaluate if the activities and tasks tell the story or explain the content in an 

accurate and understandable manner. Also f developed a better technique for writing lecture notes. I now 

incorporate the content notes, signals to prompt a visual, and d iscussion questions into one form at . There 

are many d ifferent variables that can make a lesson a success or not, but after com pleting this process I 
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have now incorporated more safeguards and tools to ensure that I have activities to fill my al lotted class 

time that are engaging and infom1ative. 

Staying up-to-date on current research is another lesson I learned from this project. To prepare a 

good lecture or lesson plan a teacher should be drawing information from a variety of sources not just the 

class textbook . J learned this through writing my historiography. In examming what scholars have said 

about suburbanization, I developed a better understanding of suburbanization and how classifying or 

identifying, documenting, and analyzing suburbs have changed over the years. After examining nearly 

sixty years of scholarsh lp, I have determined that the de fin it ion of suburban ization has changed over time, 

once focusing on only a homogeneous population of upper middle-class white suburbanites to later 

includmg a variety of races, ethnicities, and socio-economic classes. I had fallen into the trap of using the 

''traditional" understanding when drafting my lesson on suburbanization, but I completely rewrote it once 

the historiography broadened my understanding of the racial and ethn ic demographics of suburbia. After 

completing this historiography of suburbani:z.ation, I have a much better sense of who actually lived in 

suburbs and how African Americans and other racial and ethnic minorities shaped the development of 

suburbs as much as white suburbanites. With this knowledge, I was able to expand my instruction to 

include this diversification of suburbia. Also, this process reminded me of the importance of keeping up 

on cun·ent research and not just relying on the traditional narrative or on the textbook . 

I also learned from creating my curriculum development project the value of working with an 

experienced teacher and using local resources. As a teacher at Fredonia High School, I am fortunate to 

have a college in my back yard. Having an expert review my work and offer suggestions was invaluable. 

Educators need to be more aware of the people who can help them in their surrounding community . As I 

continue to grow and rnature as I teacher, I plan to utilize my mentors and colleagues at SUNY Fredonta. 

Having the opportunity to work with Dr. Emily Straus to prepare this project allowed me to consult with a 

historian who was also a fonner public school teacher. Her advice and insight has helped me grow as a 
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teacher and also gave me new ideas and outlets for information. All schools and teachers should try to 

build these types of relationships with higher education institu ti ons. 

Although I am still a re\arively new teacher, I know the information , skills, and techniques I 

learned from completing this proJect will stay with me my entire career. I never want to be a teacher who 

walks in year after year and dusts off the same lesson plan he has been using for thirty years . I enjoy the 

challenge of developing new and exciting ways to examine history. llook forward to being a li fe-long 

student of history and sharing the new information [ learn with my students. Above all this project 

allowed me a chance to step back and look army approach, my skills, and gave rre a chance to improve 

the way I teach. 1 p!an to budd off of what l have learned and will continue to th1nk of new ways and new 

techniques that I can use to improve rny instruction. I am also commilted to research ing and building a 

lasting relationship with local entities and SUNY Fredonia as J continue to grow as an educator 
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